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Abstract 

Seismic performance of electrical substation equipment is of paramount importance to avoid 

power outages and economic losses, and to ensure efficient post-earthquake response. Sig

nificant progress had been made towards improving seismic performance of such equipment 

through the development of recommended practices for design, such as IEEE 693 and IEEE 

1527, and by implementation of seismic protective systems such as base isolation. However, 

there are still unresolved questions pertaining to dynamic response of substation equipment, 

one of which is the influence of interconnection through flexible bus conductors. Dynamics 

of flexible conductors are highly nonlinear, and not well understood. Current recommended 

design practices to account for interaction are therefore developed to be very conservative, 

and often become impractical for the power industry to follow. This work is part of a larger 

project aimed at quantifying flexible conductor dynamics and interaction of interconnected 

equipment. 

The scope of this work, within the larger project , is to develop a model-in-the-loop 

(MIL) test system to represent substation equipment interconnected by flexible conductors. 

The conductor is tested physically, while the equipment are represented by computer models 

running in real-time. The interface conditions are enacted by a specially-designed equipment 

simulation. The main contribution of this work is application of a new algorithmic approach 

that makes such a test system feasible. MIL enables performing an extensive parametric 

study by varying dynamic characteristics of equipment, so that mathematical models of 

conductor nonlinear dynamics can be validated over a broad range of conditions. 

Xlll 



Chapter 1 

Background and motivation 

1.1 Dynamic interaction of substation equipment 

Substations are collections of electrical equipment for switching, or transforming voltages in 

the power grid between generation, transmission and distribution levels. Besides the main 

transformer, they comprise a number of associated equipment including surge arresters , 

circuit breakers, disconnect switches, instrument transformers, lighting arresters, switches, 

post insulators , capacitor banks etc. Kempner [40] provides a comprehensive discussion 

of these equipment and their support structures from a structural engineering perspective. 

These equipment are interconnected by a buswork of conductors. The buswork may consist 

of three types of conductors [40] - rigid bus, strain bus (stranded wire under tension) and 

cable bus (stranded wire with slack). The work described in this thesis is part of a larger 

project on seismic response of equipment interconnected by flexible bus conductors. An 

example of such a connection is shown in Figure 1.1. 

Vulnerability of substations in earthquake-prone areas is a significant concern, because 

seismic damage can result in major power outages and severe economic loss, and can disrupt 

post-earthquake response. Past earthquakes have exposed such vulnerability [7 4, 75, 77, 27]. 

This prompted systematic research into the seismic performance of substation components, 
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Flexible-bus conductor 

Transformer 

Surge arrester 

Figure 1.1: Example of a flexible-bus conductor interconnecting two substation equipment, 
in this case , a transformer and a surge arrester (Photograph by Anshel Schiff) 

leading to the development of recommended practices for seismic design of substation equip

ment (IEEE 693-2005) [1], support structures [40] and installation details [76]. Protective 

systems such as base isolation have also been developed and deployed [66 , 42]. Implementa

tion of these recommended practices has substantially reduced functional damage in substa

tions in more recent earthquakes; however a number of issues still remain unresolved, one of 

which is the influence of interconnection on the dynamic response of substation equipment 

[27]. 

Procedures for seismic qualification of substation equipment are described in the IEEE 

693 standard [1]. For equipment with operational voltages of 161kV or greater, shaketable 

testing procedures are recommended, and for those with lower operational voltages, other 

testing and dynamic analysis procedures are outlined. These qualification standards are , 

however, for stand-alone equipment. 

The provisions in IEEE 693 seek to decouple interconnected equipment by introduc

ing sufficient slack in the conductors. In addition, the reasoning in IEEE 693 is also that 

inadequate slack can result in excessive forces , even impact , on the equipment due to con-
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ductors becoming taut during dynamic response. Guidelines for determining adequate slack 

are provided in IEEE 693-2005 [1] and IEEE 1527-2006 [2], based on peak relative displace

ments estimates for stand-alone equipment ( elongtion demand) , and an additional "flexibility 

slack" to prevent abrupt stiffening. Furthermore, the new draft standard IEEE P1527/D9 [3] 

specifies additional base moments to be considered to account for dynamic conductor loads, 

despite adequate slack, when seismically qualifying equipment. The slack requirements in the 

IEEE standards lead to practical difficulties in maintaining electrical clearances, and stabil

ity problems under ice and wind loading. Moreover, the additional base moment provisions 

could raise concerns about currently installed equipment. Therefore , there is significant 

interest in the electrical power industry to understand the effects of dynamic interaction 

through flexible conductors. This is the goal of the larger project. The particular scope of 

the work described in this thesis, within the larger project , is to develop an experimental 

system to contribute to this understanding. 

The IEEE provisions for adequate slack and additional base moment are based primarily 

on experimental studies by Dastous and and Pierre [23], and also other experimental obser

vations by Filiatrault and Stearns [29] and Ghalibafian et al. [9, 33 , 34] (for a comprehensive 

literature review on experimental and computational studies on conductor dynamics, the 

reader is referred to a companion report [31]). Additional force/moment requirements in 

IEEE 1527 are based directly on measurements of terminal forces from these experiments. 

However, the reason why large terminal forces were sometimes observed, as well as whether 

these terminal forces in fact result in damaging base moments, is unclear. 

Experiments performed in the larger project , which this work is part of, provide clarity 

on the nature of terminal forces and base moments. A typical experimental setup, consisting 

of a bushing and surge arrester connected by a flexible conductor, is shown in Figure 1.2 (for 

details, see [31]). Different types of conductors , whose cross-sections are shown in Figure 

1.3 were tested. The dynamic properties of the equipment were also varied by changing the 

stiffness of their supports. The slack of in the conductors was varied from 10% to 0.4% of 
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the span. 

A careful analysis of the measurements from these experiments showed that the most cru

cial effect in the behavior of the interconnected system is autoparametric resonance [95, 64] 

between the mode of the system in which the equipment move in opposite directions (Figure 

1.4a) and that in which the conductor swings in the transverse direction like a pendulum 

(Figure 1.4b). At certain slack levels, typically in the range of 1.5% to 2.5% of the span, 

depending on the dynamics of the equipment and the type of conductor, nonlinear coupling 

occurs between these modes. Roughly, the equipment moving away from and towards each 

other changes the sag of the conductor, i.e. the length of the pendulum in the swinging 

mode. Thus, the in-out mode of the system parametrically excites the transverse mode of 

the conductor. In the range of slack for which the ratio of the frequencies of the in-out and 

swinging modes is close to an integer, typically 2:1 , significant nonlinear behavior results. 

Outside this range of slacks, the behavior of the interconnected system can be considered 

linear. In fact , including in the nonlinear range , equipment base moments are not necessar

ily increased, and often even reduced, due to interconnection. Computational simulations 

also qualitatively agree with these findings [31]. This suggests that the provisions in IEEE 

693 and IEEE 1527 may be significantly conservative. Parametric resonance also explains 

what were regarded as unusual observations in past experiments [29 , 9, 33, 34], previously 

attributed to the conductor becoming taut. 

The experiments of the type shown in Figure 1.2 covered limited ranges of spans and 

equipment dynamics, because of restrictions in shake table size and in possible stiffness and 

weight adjustments in the equipment. Moreover, mathematical models of the conductor are 

complex due to the stranded nature of the cables and to the large-displacement dynamics. 

So, such models need to validated over a broader range of dynamic conditions. More testing 

is necessary to assert the parametric resonance hypothesis , to validate mathematical models, 

and to explore any other possible nonlinear effects, before the IEEE provisions can be updated 

with confidence. 
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(a) Schematic of experimental setup 
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0.5'' -thick base plate 

(b) Photograph of experimental setup 

Figure 1.2: Interconnected equipment tested in the larger proj ect - a bushing and simulated 
surge arrested connected by a flexible stranded conductor (see [31] for details) 
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Figure 1.3: Cross-sections of different types of stranded conductors 
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(a) In-and-out mode of the interconnected system (b) Out-of-plane swinging mode of the conductor 

Figure 1.4: Dynamic modes of interconnected system in parametric resonance 
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Conductor - Physical 

Equipment # 1 - Virtual 

Equipment # 2 - Virtual 

Figure 1.5: Partitioning of interconnected equipment for MIL testing 

1.2 Role of model-in-the-loop testing 

An approach to testing over a broader range of equipment dynamics is model-in-the-loop 

(MIL), also called hybrid, simulation. The system in-out mode frequency depends on the 

equipment dynamics as well as on the conductor properties. Different equipment dynamics 

can thus induce different nonlinear dynamic effects in the conductor. To validate mathemat

ical models of conductors , it is not sufficient to test them independently. They have to be 

tested with dynamic boundary conditions representing a wide range of equipment character

istics. This suggests the MIL configuration depicted in Figure 1.5, where the conductor is 

represented physically, while the equipment is virtual, their dynamics computed in real-time 

using a mathematical model. 

Motions at the terminals computed from the equipment mathematical models are applied 

by actuators (specially designed actuating mechanisms, referred to as equipment simulators ; 
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Terminal motion 
Conductor 
(physical) 

' 
Equipment 

Multi-axissimulators 
load heads (actuators) 

#Jo I 

I 
I 
I 

Equipment·------ ~- --- - -· (virtual) Terminal forces 
and moments 

Figure 1.6: Concept of MIL testing of flexible conductors 

see Chapter 3) , and terminal forces and moments from the conductors are measured and 

fed back to the computer models of the equipment. This concept is illustrated in Figure 

1.6. Equipment are well-represented by linear mathematical models , parametrized by their 

mass , moment of inertia, base stiffness , location of center of mass, height , damping ratio , and 

occasionally higher mode characteristics (see Chapter 6). However, it should be noted that 

it is not important to represent any one equipment very accurately, since the goal is to sweep 

through a broad range of equipment dynamics to validate conductor models. MIL simulation 

facilitates a broad parametric study that would not possible if physical equipment have to 

be used in testing. It is difficult to alter mechanical characteristics of physical equipment 

continuously over range. In some occasions, the equipment dynamics itself is difficult to 

characterize sufficiently accurately for the purpose of validating the conductor model. Most 

commonly, it is not just a pair, but a long line , of interconnected equipment. The dynamics 

of the remainder of the line can be approximated using MIL. MIL also makes it easier to 

test various conductor geometries and spans, since it is not limited by shake table space. 

The scope of the work reported in this thesis is implementation of the physical and 

algorithmic infrastructure for MIL simulation of flexible conductors. The actual parametric 

study and model validation fall back to the larger project that this work is couched in. 
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1.3 Organization of this thesis 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is a review of MIL simulation in general. 

Specifically, a new approach developed in recent years is discussed. This approach is what 

makes the application to interconnected equipment feasible. Design of the equipment simula

tors , the devices at the interface between the virtual equipment, and the physical conductor, 

is presented in Chapter 3. MIL requires a sufficiently accurate mathematical model of the 

equipment simulators. Such a model is developed in Chapter 4, and its experimental evalua

tion is discussed in Chapter 5. The MIL algorithm used to simulate interconnected equipment 

is described in Chapter 6; example MIL simulations are also presented in this chapter. Fi

nally, the contributions of this work are summarized in Chapter 7, together with outstanding 

issues. Detailed mathematical derivations, CAD models etc. that are not essential to the 

main ideas of the work are relegated to the appendices. 
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Chapter 2 

Model-in-the-loop (MIL) simulation 

Model-in-the-loop (MIL) testing, also termed hybrid simulation and dynamic substructur

ing, refers to combining physical and virtual components to study the dynamic behavior of 

complex engineering systems (see [46] for a comprehensive review). A physical subsystem (an 

experimental component , here, the flexible conductor) , is coupled with a virtual subsystem 

( a computer model , here , of the interconnected equipment) , and the two subsystems actively 

interact in real time during an experiment. The interface conditions between the physical 

and virtual subsystems are effected by actuators (here , the equipment simulators) , and the 

response of the physical subsystem is measured by means of sensors and fed back to the 

computer model. Proper controls are necessary to ensure that this feedback system is sta

ble, and that the effect of the virtual subsystem is represented in the experiment sufficiently 

accurately. 

In a MIL test , the role of the virtual subsystem (VS) is to enact meaningful or realistic 

boundary conditions (or boundary impedances) on the physical subsystem (PS) ; MIL may 

therefore also be appropriately dubbed "active-boundary testing" . Clearly, this adds value 

to experimentation when (and only when) such dynamic boundary conditions significantly 

influence the behavior of the physical subsystem. In this work, the types of nonlinear dy

namic phenomena exhibited by the conductor depend on the dynamic characteristics of the 
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equipment. Conversely, forces from the conductor significantly alter the response of the 

equipment. Since components represented by the virtual subsystem need not actually be 

constructed, substructuring could reduce costs, and lead to more effective use of laboratory 

space and equipment. Moreover, since the virtual subsystem can be easily varied , parametric 

studies may readily be carried out. 

2.1 History in earthquake engineering 

MIL, going by the name hybrid simulation, has received considerable attention in the earth

quake engineering field in recent years. Within earthquake engineering, the concept origi

nated as substructure pseudo-dynamic testing, motivated by thinking of the physical sub

system as an "experimental finite element". Consequently, much of the work on dynamic 

substructuring has retained artifacts of this thinking; principally, a displacement tracking 

controller is central in these conventional approaches. Extending pseudo-dynamic substruc

turing to a dynamic setting led to the need for delay-compensators to make up for inexact 

tracking. Considering tracking errors in the same vein as numerical errors in the finite ele

ment method has also motivated numerous studies on adapting/modifying time-integration 

schemes. Thinking in terms of these ingredients as separate entities makes it complicated 

to apply MIL for truly dynamic applications such as soil-foundation-structure interaction 

[92] and the application of interest in this work, where the physical subsystem has signif

icant inertia effects and resonances. A recently developed approach to implementing MIL 

[89, 91 , 93, 97] overcomes these traditional limitations, actually making it feasible to apply 

MIL to the interconnected equipment scenario. The key idea in this new approach is to 

decouple the physical subsystem from the control design using feedback. Before describing 

this new approach in Section 2.2 , the conventional elements are reviewed briefly, so that the 

main idea of the new approach can be delineated. 
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2.1.1 Pseudo-dynamic substructuring 

The original conception of experimental substructuring in earthquake engineering was that 

of replacing one or more elements in a finite element model by physical elements [45, 80]. 

The physically constructed elements , while expected to have complex and highly nonlinear 

behavior, would have no rate-dependent effects, and all such effects would be represented in 

the computer model. This form of testing was therefore termed substructure pseudo-dynamic 

testing. The test could be performed arbitrarily slowly ( asynchronous pseudo-dynamic sub

structuring) and therefore , actuator dynamics was not an issue. The only extraneous features 

of concern were measurement noise and disturbance. These were considered in the same light 

as numerical round off and truncation errors in the finite element method, using adaptations 

of time-integration schemes. Again motivated by the modus operandi of the finite element 

method, a desired displacement would be imposed on the physical substructure using an 

actuator driven in closed-loop position control, and the interface force would be measured 

and fed back to the computer model. Thinking in terms of displacement tracking also stems 

from quasi-static cyclic tests, and materials and fatigue tests familiar in most laborato

ries. The origins of the important roles played by a displacement-tracking controller and a 

time-integration scheme in the finite-element way of thinking are clear. In some instances, 

however, when the physical subsystem contained stiff degrees of freedom, force control has 

been in used [94, 69, 28]. Nakashima et al. [53] first applied the substructuring concept 

in realtime. Errors were not anymore due simply to tracking under slow movement , but 

actuator dynamics became an explicit issue. 

2.1.2 Delay compensators 

Horiuchi et al. [37, 38] were the first to explicitly consider actuator dynamics. They modeled 

the actuator as a pure time-delay and developed a compensation technique using polynomial 

extrapolation. Subsequently, polynomial-based [21 , 54, 52, 10], model-based, linear-lead [22] 
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and adaptive techniques have been developed for actuator-dynamics compensation. Wallace 

et al. [99] developed an adaptive polynomial compensation method. Carrion and Spencer 

[15] adopted a model-based approach, and used an inverse dynamics compensation proce

dure. This method was combined with the online delay estimation procedure of [22] into an 

integrated compensation method by Liu et al [44] . An inverse compensation approach has 

also been also used [43, 101] in the context of substructuring with a shake table. In these 

cases, the inverse was of the model of the actuator/shake table together with the physical 

subsystem. Compensation schemes for substructuring with shake tables have also been de

veloped [57]. Adaptive delay compensation schemes based on the Minimal Control Synthesis 

(MCS) concept have been developed [98, 65]. An Adaptive Time Series (ATS) compen

sator was proposed [16], where input-output displacement measurements are used to adapt 

the coefficients of an actuator model , without the need for user-defined adaptive gains. An 

adaptive scheme was combined with a restoring force compensator[18]. Adaptive measures 

are necessitated by coupling between the actuator and PS; in the strategy presented in Sec

tion 2.2, since the PS is decoupled, an inverse model of the actuator alone is used in the 

control design. 

2.1.3 Time integration schemes 

Significant work has been done on analyzing time integration schemes for applicability to 

both asynchronous and realtime substructuring, considering stability and dissipative char

acteristics to attenuate tracking and measurement errors. Implicit methods have desirable 

properties in this regard, however the challenge is that it is not possible to iterate over 

the physical substructure as it is with a numerical model. To resolve this problem, several 

strategies have been suggested including (a) predictor-corrector methods [19, 11, 102, 100] 

(b) time-step staggering between the numerical and experimental components [53, 71], (c) 

ensuring monotonic loading by using a stiffness matrix that is more positive than the tangent 

and fractions of Newton steps [82] and (d) substepping and extrapolation [81 , 6, 84, 17, 49]. 
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Other algorithms, for example explicit [41], linear implicit [12], Rosenbrock [13], and Runga

Kutta [68] methods have also been studied. The strategy of Section 2.2 does not rely on 

any special features of a time-integration scheme; the time-integration method is an af

terthought. Runga-Kutta and Rosenbrock-type algorithms [12, 13, 68] would however be 

valuable as more complex virtual subsystem models are deployed. 

2.1.4 Tracking controllers 

Most commonly, proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control has been used for displace

ment tracking control in substructuring applications. Occasionally, a feedforward component 

has been present (PIDF) [81]. A "three variable" controller was implemented for realtime 

substructuring with shake tables [36]. Specialized "outer loop" controllers, such as adaptive 

controllers [98, 65] and an H 00 controller [32, 67], have also been developed. An H 00 con

troller was developed for force tracking [55 , 56]. One of the main challenges in many of these 

controllers is that the physical subsystem is in the feedback path of the actuator ( control

structure-interaction [26]). Dimig et al. [25] proposed a velocity feedforward approach to 

decouple the test specimen from the actuator in a force control application. Sivaselvan 

et al. [85] used a similar idea with displacement feedforward , and applied this to realtime 

substructuring [72, 79]. Carl and Sivaselvan [14] also used force feedforward in realtime 

substructuring to approximately decouple the physical subsystem from the actuator. The 

decoupling strategy in Section 2.2 represents a progression of these latter efforts. All these 

elements of the conventional approach are shown schematically in Figure 2.1. 

2.2 A new approach 

A new approach, developed recently by Stefanaki et al [89 , 91 , 93], takes a fundamentally 

different viewpoint to the implementation of MIL. The essential concept of this new approach 
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input (VS) (to be rejected) with displacement-

tracking controller 
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I 
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I 
I Conductor•------ -- (PS) Actual terminalConductor 

displacementterminal forces 

Figure 2.1: Block diagram summarizing the different elements in a conventional hybrid 
simulation implementation 

Conductor (PS) 
terminal force, w Displacement 

Equipment at terminal 
Earthquake input ---------------➔(VS) 

Controller,-- - - I Control Displacement 
I ? 

: input, u at terminalConductor (PS) I Equipment-------.
terminal force, w I simulator 

-

Figure 2.2: Concept of the new approach to implementing MIL 

is depicted in Figure 2.2. The difference can be understood through the analogy shown in 

Figure 2.3. 

The equipment simulator (ES) has two inputs - the conductor force , w , and a control in

put , u (actuator reference command). Although the actuator has internal position feedback 

control , its main purpose is not to track displacement , but to reduce the effect of nonlin

earities and model uncertainties. The question is posed as: What should the control input 

be, so that the ES produces the same terminal displacements as the equipment (VS) would? 

As can be seen from Figure 2.2 , the way the problem is posed, the physical subsystem does 

not appear in the control design considerations; the control design is completely decoupled 

from the PS. The figure also suggests that this is a feedforward strategy. There is no explicit 

tracking controller, or a compensator to make up for inexact tracking. It will be seen later 

in Chapter 6 that these features greatly simplify control design. There is also no special role 
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Control objective 

Determine a play call, so that for a given 
defensive look, the outcome of the play is 
the same as if # 12 ran it 

Conventional approach 

Train the QB to ignore his instincts, and 
respond faithfully to the coach 's play call; 
determine the play call by studying film of # 12 

Challenge 

No QB will completely ignore his instincts; 
it is impossible to follow the call completely 
faithfully 

New approach 

Know how the QB responds (i) instinctively 
to various defensive looks, and (ii) to the 
coach 's play call; don 't call the same play as 
# 12, but design the play call so that the 
outcome is the same as # 12 

Optimal impedance matching 

The QB may be physically incapable of 
imitating # 12; the play call can then be 
designed so that the outcome is as close to 
# 12 as possible 

Conductor 
Loads , w 

MIL 
controller 

Actuator 
command, u 

Determine a control input, u, the actuator 
command, so that for a given conductor 
terminal load, w, the terminal displacement is 
same as of the equipment 

Tune the actuator to reject disturbances (i.e. , 
feedback forces, w) and track the command, u, 
exactly; determine the command, u, by 
computationally simulating the equipment 

Complete disturbance rejection and perfect 
tracking are impossible over all frequencies 

Construct a mathematical model of the 
actuator thinking of it as a two-input system, 
(i) disturbance forces , w, from the conductor, 
and (ii) control input , u; u is not the desired 
terminal displacement, but is designed so 
that the resulting terminal displacement 
matches the equipment 

Due to dynamic constraints (frequency 
response , stroke/ velocity / force limits etc.) it 
may be impossible for the actuator to exactly 
mimic the equipment ; the control input , u, 
can then be designed in an optimal sense 

Figure 2.3: Analogy to help distinguish the new MIL approach from conventional approaches 
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for a numerical integration scheme, except that one is needed for implementation using a 

digital computer. Furthermore, as suggested in Figure 2.3 , even if it is not possible for the 

simulator to imitate the equipment exactly, a controller can be designed in an optimal sense; 

this optimal approach has been formulated and tested by Verma et al [97]. 
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Chapter 3 

Equipment simulator (ES) - concept 

and design 

In this chapter, the design of the equipment simulator (ES) , the device responsible for the 

interface conditions between the virtual equipment models and the physical conductor, is 

detailed. From a dynamic response perspective, many substation equipment can be viewed 

as essentially rigid structures mounted on flexible support structures or cover plates. This 

allows them to rock in any direction, but not twist , resulting in two independent displacement 

components at the terminals where conductors connect to them. Motivated by this , the 

equipment simulator, shown in seen in Figure 3.1 , is designed as a rigid tower structure 

with two rotational degrees of freedom at the base corresponding to rocking. The tower is 

restrained at the base by a universal joint (U-joint) that allows two independent rotations 

( see Chapter 4 for details) , and constrains all other motion. Since there are two degrees of 

freedom (DOF) , there are two actuators (for small displacements, each actuator corresponds 

to a rotational DOF). These are linear hydraulic actuators that are offset from the U-joint. 

Even though the ES configuration is motivated by common substation equipment struc

tures, it is basically a two-DOF shaker, in which displacements of the pistons of the two 

actuators are mapped to displacements at the top of the tower. 1-DOF and 6-DOF shakers 
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1---- Strong floor 

Figure 3.1: Equipment simulator (ES) 
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are common, and their design and modeling are well known. Since the ES is a non-standard 

configuration, design of its mechanical, hydraulic and control elements, as well its mathe

matical modeling have to be considered carefully to ensure that it performs as desired in 

MIL simulations. 

In this chapter, first the design of various mechanical and hydraulic elements the ES 

1s discussed in Section 3.1. Even if the MIL controls worked ideally, there are physical 

approximations to the ES representing equipment. Such limitations are addressed in Section 

3.2. Sensors, data acquisition and control components are described in Section 3.3. MIL 

simulation requires different modes of real-time interaction with the control hardware. A 

software tool , National Instruments VeriStand [58], has been used in this work to enable 

such interactions; the configuration and use of this tool in this work is outlined in Section 

3.4. Mathematical modeling of the ES is taken up in Chapter 4. 

3 .1 Mechanical design 

The components of the ES are labelled in Figure 3.1. These are described in order below. 

The main physical dimensions of the ES can be seen in Figure 3.2. 

3.1.1 Rigid tower 

The rigid tower consists of a cruciform and a stiff truss structure as seen in Figure 3.1. The 

actuators connect to two arms of the cruciform. The conductor connects to a multi-axis load 

cell (Section 3.1.4) mounted atop the truss. Members of the cruciform and truss are sized to 

make them stiff as well as light, so that the flexible modes of vibration of the tower relative 

to the actuators have frequencies much higher than those of interest in MIL testing. The 

cruciform is built out of five 6 x 6 x ! square tubing, a vertical stub with four arms welded 

to it as shown in Figure B.3; analysis shows that such a construction of the cruciform results 
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Figure 3.2: Elevation view of CAD model of ES showing main dimensions (in inches) 
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in the greatest stiffness. The main chords of the truss are 1.5 x 1.5 x ½square tubing and 

the braces are ½x ½x ½angles (see Figure B.4). With such a design, the lowest frequency 

is 58Hz (Figure 3.3). 

3.1.2 U-joint 

The universal joint (U-joint) is a key element of the ES , rendering it a two-DOF shaker. 

U-joints are commonly used in automobiles and other machines to connect shafts whose 

axes are inclined relative to each other, to transmit torque across them [96]. The purpose 

here is different, to allow rocking rotation, but constrain twisting. As seen in Figures 3.1 

and 3.4, one end of the U-joint is attached to a fixed pedestal , to elevate it to the height of 

the actuators, and the other end is attached to the bottom of the tower cruciform. 

Since the U-joint is used in a manner different from its typical application, different 

designs were tested to identify one with acceptable performance. Three designs shown in 

Figure 3.4 were tested. The first design consisted of a Curtis CJ653 joint [20] welded to to 

1-in thick steel plates (Figure 3.4a). This design was found to have too much play in the 

joint, resulting in excessive torsional motion of the ES. The second design used auto parts, a 

Spicer 1350-series U-joint [86] with slip yokes [87] again welded to 1-in thick plates (Figure 

3.4b). This design had much less play, however, since the spline in the slip yoke is made of 

cast metal, had a weak spot near the weld, causing failure (Figure 3.4c). The third design 

also used auto parts, a Spicer 1310-series U-joint [86] with flange yokes [88] that can be 

bolted rather than welded (Figure 3.4d). This design had very little play, and also sufficient 

strength, and was adopted as the final design. 

3.1.3 Actuators 

Each ES has two hydraulic actuators that are vertical in the undisplaced configuration. For 

small displacements, one actuator can be considered as driving motion in the X direction 
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Figure 3.3: Frequency analysis of tower structure using ABAQUS [4] 
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(a) Design 1 - Curtis CJ653 U-joint welded to (b) Design 2 - Spicer 1350 U-joint with slip yokes 
1-in plat es welded to 1-in plates 

Flanges 

Fracture of 
spline near 
weld 

(c) Failure of design 2 where the spline is welded (d) Design 3 (final) - Spicer 1310 U-joint with 
to the 1-in plate flange yokes forming a bolted connection 

Figure 3.4: U-joint designs t ested 
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Manifold block 

~ ,.,...___ Piston rod 

Extension rods 

Bottom swivel 

Figure 3.5: Details of the one of the four hydraulic actuators 

(rotation about the Y axis) , and the other as driving motion in the Y direction (rotation 

about the X axis). Figure 3.1 shows the coordinate system. When displacements are large, 

there is coupling between the X and Y directions, but large displacements are not considered 

in this work. 

The hydraulic cylinder of each actuator is a custom double-acting Parker cylinder [70] 

(part number: 1H2HXA00250252; see Figure B.6) with stroke ±l.5in, net piston area 4.12in2 

and low-friction seals. The cylinder is fitted with an MTS252.25C servovalve [50] with 

a nominal flow rating of 15gpm. The manufacturer-supplied frequency response of this 

servovalve is shown in Figure 3.6; this is used in Chapters 4 and 5 when modeling the 

hydraulic system dynamics. 

Since the cylinder is double-acting, extension rods are used to make space for the piston 

rod on the side not connected to the cruciform. The swivel each end of the actuator consists 

of an Aurora Bearings XAM-lOT rod [5, page 63] end sandwiched between two clevis ears 

with JEGS rod-end spacers [39] (see Figure 3.7). The clevis ears were sized using allowable-
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(a) Top swivel (b) Bottom swivel 

Figure 3. 7: Actuator swivels 

stress design (see Figure 3.8 for example analysis results) , leading to the use of 4140 alloy 

steel. A 1-in bolt is used as the swivel pin. 

The hydraulic cylinder do not have built-in position transducers. So, string potentiome

ters connected to opposite legs of the cruciform are used for position feedback. 

It can be seen in Figures 3.5 and 3. 7 that the swivels at the top and bottom of the 

actuators are oriented in mutually perpendicular directions. This is based on the rotation 

demands at the two ends. 

3.1.4 Multi-axis load head 

A multi-axis load head, shown in Figure 3.9, is bolted to the top of the tower structure. 

The conductor connects to the equipment simulator through this load head. Details about 

the construction and calibration of these load heads can be found in [31]. The load head 

can measure the three force components and three moment components at the end of the 

conductor. These measurements are used for feedback in MIL testing. While the moment 
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Figure 3.8: Finite element modeling of clevis ear 

components contribute little to the moment at the base of the equipment/equipment simu

lator compared to the moment of the force components, they provide useful data for model 

validation. 

3 .1.5 H y draulic system 

The hydraulic connections for the actuators are shown in Figure 3.10. Each ES actuator 

is controlled by an MTS 407 controller. As discussed in Chapter 5, measurements suggest 

hydraulic interaction between the actuators , and this system may have to be redesigned. 

3.2 Limitations 

By the nature of construction of the MIL testing system, there are inherent approximations 

in representing actual interconnected equipment, even if the MIL controls worked ideally. 

These limitations are discussed below. The purpose of MIL simulation is, however, to explore 

the influence dynamic boundary conditions representative of equipment on the nonlinear 
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Figure 3.10: Hydraulic system for the ES; HPS and HSM stand for Hydraulic Power Supply 
(pump) and Hydraulic Service Manifold; thin solid lines represent hydraulic pressure lines 
and thin dashed lines, return lines; thick solid lines denote electronic connections 
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dynamics of flexible conductors. Therefore, despite these limitations , the MIL configuration 

provides useful data towards validating nonlinear dynamic conductor models. 

1. Representation of rotations and vertical displacement: Since the ES has only 

two independent DOF, if the translational displacements at the terminal are applied 

correctly, the rotations and vertical displacement due to geometric effect are generally 

not. These are also correct only if the equipment height is the same as the ES height, 

and if there are no higher mode effects in the equipment. However, rotational and 

vertical excitations of the ends of the conductors do not contribute significantly to the 

conductor nonlinear dynamics, and so this is a reasonable approximation. 

2. Inertial excitation of the conductor: Earthquake shaking not only indirectly ex

cites the conductor through support motion at the terminals of the equipment, but 

also directly through inertial forces. These direct inertia forces are not captured in 

the MIL configuration. Again , simulations show that the parametric excitation effects 

that cause nonlinear dynamics in the conductor are influence much less by direct inertia 

forces than by displacements of the supports. 

3. Vertical DOF: The ES does not have vertical DOF; therefore, vertical ground motion 

as well as vertical motion of the equipment due to coupling with horizontal equipment 

cannot be generated. These are again not significant effects, unless there are parametric 

resonances in the equipment itself. 

4. Height difference between equipment: The two ESs are currently set up so that 

their heights are the same. However, they can be set up at different elevations if height 

difference between the equipment must be modeled (that would result in a different 

conductor geometry). 

5. Inclined orientation of equipment: The ESs are configured to imitate vertical 

equipment. In some cases, such as transformer bushings, they are oriented at an angle, 
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so t hat t he terminal displacements are not horizontal, but in an inclined plane. The 

tower structure of t he ES must be modified physically to model inclined equipment. 

6. Stroke limits: The ±1.5-in stroke limit of t he actuators corresponds to ±6in terminal 

displacement. This is adequate for l g-level motion applied to a large fraction of equip

ment wit h operational voltages up to 230kV. Taller equipment wit h higher operational 

voltages have larger displacements. This would require a taller tower structure in t he 

ES . 

7. Use as a 2-DOF shaker with large displacements: As will be demonstrated in 

Chapter 4, under large rotations, t he U-joint has significant torsional motion due to 

inherent kinematics. Therefore, t he ES cannot be used as a general 2-DOF shaker wit h 

large displacements. However , equipment displacements are small enough t hat t his is 

not a limitation. 

3.3 Instrumentation 

An essent ial element of t he MIL infrastructure is a suitable control system capable of acquir

ing sensor signals, generating actuator commands, and most important ly, execut ing deter

ministically in real-time (i.e. a guaranteed upper bound on t he t he t ime it takes to execute 

computations). Such a system is described in t he following subsections. 

3.3.1 Data acquisition and control 

A National Instruments PXIe-8135 controller [62] in an 8-slot PXIe-1078 chassis [59] is used 

to implement t he MIL controller. The system consists of a PXIe-6363 [61] mult ifunction 

I/ O card wit h 32 single ended analog input channels, many of which are used to acquire 

various actuator signals, and 4 analog output channels to generate commands for t he 4 ES 

actuators. The system is also equipped wit h 5 PXIe-4330 [60] cards, each of which has 8 
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bridge channels, for a total of 40 bridge channels; 12 of these are used to acquire the load 

head signals for feedback , w , of the conductor forces. The other sensors and their layout are 

summarized in Section 3.3.3. 

3.3.2 Sampling frequency 

The PXIe-4330 card has a sampling rate of 25,000 samples/second. However, it performs an 

internal 36-sample filtering operation. In buffered acquisition mode, such as when acquiring 

data in a shake table test , this simply causes a 36-sample delay. However, when used 

for feedback in real-time mode, the controller has to wait for the filtering operation to be 

completed before one sample can be obtained. This is a places a limit of 25, 000/36 = 711Hz 

on the sampling rate for feedback control. Therefore the MIL system is set to use a sampling 

frequency of 711Hz. The reader to referred to [63] for further details. 

3.3.3 Sensors 

The various sensors, their locations and connections to the PXIe-6363 and PXIe-4330 cards 

are summarized in Figures C.1 and C.2 in the appendix. 

3.4 Software system 

The PXIe controller runs the National Instruments real-time operating system, Pharlap. 

The VeriStand software environment [58], which is especially intended for hardware-in-the

loop applications, is used to implement the different MIL functionalities. VeriStand allows 

the system to be configured through a file. Data acquisition and control channels can be 

configured and conveniently referred to using aliases. Scales can be created to convert sensor 

outputs to engineering units. Calculated channels can be created to perform transformations, 
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such as from the load cell measurements to the net forces and moments in the load heads. 

Outputs of the MIL controller are mapped to the respective analog output channels. 

The VeriStand Engine runs on the real-time operating system, and has a time-critical 

primary control loop that executes data acquisition and signal generation tasks, and executes 

the MIL controller implemented using the C language. Appendix D has the listing of the 

code for the MIL controller. The VeriStand Engine also had other non-time-critical loops for 

signal monitoring and user interaction that communicate the primary controller loop through 

queues. The execution of the Engine can be controlled, and signals can be monitored and 

graphed in a graphical user interface running on a host computer, communicating with the 

VeriStand Engine via Ethernet. A Stimulus Profile tool is used to send predefined input 

signals such as earthquake records. 
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Chapter 4 

Mathematical model of ES 

The Equipment simulators (ES) are to imitate dynamics of substation equipment in an MIL 

test. They must apply the same dynamic boundary conditions (have the same boundary 

impedances) at the conductor terminals as the equipment would. Under an earthquake, an 

equipment experiences two inputs - the ground motion and conductor forces at the termi

nal. The control inputs to an ES are to be constructed so that when subject to these same 

ground motion and conductor force inputs, it produces the same motion ( displacement , ve

locity, acceleration) at the terminal as the equipment it imitates. To generate control inputs 

that achieve this behavior (see Chapter 6 for control design) , a sufficiently representative 

mathematical model of the ES is necessary. Such a model is presented in this chapter. First , 

the kinematics of the ES are developed. These are used to formulate kinetic and potential 

energies, which in turn lead to the equations of motion. A linear model proves adequate for 

control design (see [7], [8], [90], and Chapter 6). So, the kinematics and equations of the 

motion are linearized. Flow and pressure dynamics in the hydraulic actuators are then in

corporated. The model is finally written in a form suitable for control design. Experimental 

evaluation of the model is discussed in Chapter 5. 
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4.1 Kinematics 

4.1.1 Tower kinematics 

The geometry of an ES is represented in Figure 4.1. Its kinematics are constrained by the 

U-joint at the base. The U-joint allows pitch and roll, while constraining all other motion 1 
. 

Any configuration of the ES , corresponds to a rotation of 0x about (what is originally) the 

global X axis, fo llowed by a rotation of 0y about the Y axis, and is denoted by q = (0x , 0y )T 

as shown in Figure 4.3. The corresponding rotation matrix, R(q) is 

sin0y sin 0x sin 0y cos 0x~os0y (
R(q) = 0 cos0x - sin0x (4.1) 

{ sin0y cos 0y sin0x cos 0y cos 0x ( 
The body frame angular velocity of the tower, Wt , is computed as 2 

Simplifying gives 

(4.2a) 

1some inadvertant yaw however results due to the non-linear U-joint kinematics (see Appendix A.2) , as 
well as due to the slop in the U-joint . 
2 □~ or □ represents the skew-symmetric matrix corresponding to the 3-vector □ , see page 26 in [51] . 
Similarly, ov or □ represents the 3-vector corresponding to the skew-symmetric matrix □ . 
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Figure 4.1: Equipment simulator (ES) geometry. For clarity, the Y-direction actuator has 
been shown in plan but not in elevation; however, Pa, ha and hca for the Y-actuator are 
the same as shown for the X -actuator. The different position vectors used in the model are 
also shown in terms of the dimensions. The U-joint at the base of the ES is shown in more 
conceptual detail in Figure 4.2. Xct, Yct represent possible eccentricity of the tower center 
of mass. 
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Figure 4.2: ES U-joint close up view and conceptual detail. The leg of the cross that is 
connected to the fixed axle is taken (arbitrarily) as the global Y-axis; the direction of leg 
connected to the moving axle, when the moving axle is vertical is taken as the global X axis. 
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Figure 4.3 : ES configuration space and coordinates. Configurations of the ES tower are 
represented by the coordinates q = (0 x , 0y) T . The final configuration is denoted x-y-z . 

where 

! 0 (
Jt(q) cos0x (4.2b) 

- sin0x{ ( 
The position of the center of mass of the tower is rct(q) = R(q)rcw , rcw being the position 

vector of the center of mass of the tower in body frame coordinates (Figure 4.1). The velocity 

of the center of mass of the tower in global coordinates can be written as 

(4.3a) 

where 

(4.3b) 

In the calculation of the virtual power due to the conductor forces in equation (4.24) , the 

force at the tower top , and hence the corresponding velocity Vtt(q , q) must be in the body 
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frame. 

Vtt(q, q) = Wt x Ttto = Btt(q)q (4.4a) 

where 

( 4.4b) 

where Ttto is the position vector to the top of the tower (in body frame coordinates) , where 

the conductor is attached. 

4 .1.2 Actuator kinematics 

Referring to Figure 4.1 , the position vector of the center of mass of the X actuator is 

rcomx(q) = rbaXo + Rax(q)rcaxo , where Rax(q) is the rotation of the X actuator (ignoring 

twist of the actuator about its own axis). Rax(q) is obtained using Rodrigues formula (see 

Appendix A.1) 

(4.5a) 

where 

TtaXO - rbaXO 
U1= ------

ll rtaXO - rbaXO II 
(4.5b)

R(q)rtaXO - TbaXO
u2q( ) = --------

R(q)rtaXO - rbaXO 

are unit vectors along the original and displaced directions of the X actuator. The angular 

velocity of the X actuator in its body frame coordinates is 

(4.6a) 
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where 

(4.6b) 

T(q) and Du2 (q) are defined in equations (A.8) and (A.29). The velocity of the center of 

mass of the X actuator in global coordinates is 

(4.7a) 

where 

(4. 7b) 

In calculating the virtual power of the actuator force in equation (4.25) in Section 4.2.3, the 

corresponding velocity is VLax(q , q) (the rate of change of length of the actuator). As can be 

seen from Figure 4.1 , the change in length of the X actuator is 

Therefore, the rate of change of length of the X actuator, 

(4.9a) 

where 

(4.9b) 

( 4.9c) 
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Kinematics of the Y actuator are similar. All kinematic relationships are summarized in 

Table 4.1. Having established these , the equation of motion is obtained in the following 

section. 

4.2 Equation of motion 

The Lagrangian approach is used to derive the equations of motion for the system. The 

Lagrangian, £ is 

.C(q, q) = T(q , q) - V(q) (4.10) 

where T and V are the kinetic and potential energies of the system. 

The equation of motion is 

(4.11) 

where D1 , and D2 represent derivatives with respect to the first and the second arguments (q 

and q) , and F is the resultant of the conductor and actuator forces , as described in Section 

4.2.3. £ and F are derived next. 

4.2.1 Kinetic energy 

The kinetic energy of an ES is comprised of the kinetic energies of the tower and of the two 

actuators, and is of the form, 

(4.12) 

To develop the system mass matrix, M(q) , the kinetic energies of the tower and actuators 

are considered separately. 
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Kinematic quantity Value Rate 

Tower rotation R(q) , equation (4.1) Wt(q ,q) = l t(q)q , (equation (4.2a)) 

Spatial frame position of tower COM rct (q) = R(q)rcto Vct (q , q) = Bt(q)q , (equation (4.3)) 

Body frame position of conductor 
attachment point ( tower top) rtto = (0, 0, 79in) T Vtt (q , q) = Btt (q)q , (equation (4.4)) 

Spatial frame displacement of tower top bt = R(q)rtto - rtto bt(q , q) = R(q)Btt (q)q 

X actuator rotation excluding twist RaX (q) , equation (4.5a) Wbax(q , q) = l ax(q)q , (equation (4.6)) 

,l:s. 
tv Spatial frame position of X actuator rcomx (q) = Rax (q)rcaxo+ rbaXO Vcax (q , q) = Bax (q)q , (equation (4.7)) 

COM 

X actuator length 6.Lax (q) , equation (4.8) VLaX (q , q) = GLaX (q)q , (equation (4.9)) 

Y actuator rotation excluding twist Ray(q) WbaY(q , q) = l ay(q)q, (similar to equation (4.6)) 

Spatial frame position of Y actuator rcomY(q) = Ray(q)rcaYO+ rbaYO VcaY (q ,q) = Bay(q)q, (similar to equation (4.7)) 
COM 

Y actuator length 6.Lay (q) ,similar to equation(4.8) VLaY (q , q) = GLaY (q)q , (similar to equation (4.9)) 

Table 4.1: Summary of ES kinematics 



The kinetic energy of the tower is 

(4.13) 

where Vet , Wt , mt and It represent the velocity of the center of mass, body frame angular 

velocity, mass and the body frame moment of inertia of the tower. Using equation (4.3) , the 

norm of the velocity of the center of mass is 

llvctll 2 = qT Jt(q? f~ofcwlt(q)q 
(4.14) 

= -qT Jt(q? fJwlt(q)q 

The angular velocity of the tower is defined in equation ( 4.2a). Therefore, the kinetic energy 

for the tower can be written as 

(4.15a) 

where 

(4.15b) 

is the mass matrix of the tower. 

The kinetic energy of the X actuator is 

(4.16) 

where Vcax , Wt , max and lax are the velocity of the center of mass, body frame angular 

velocity, mass and the moment of inertia of the X actuator. Using equation (4.7) , the norm 
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of the velocity is 

( 4.17) 

The angular velocity of the X actuator is defined in equation (4.6). The kinetic energy is 

then 

(4.18a) 

where 

(4.18b) 

is the mass matrix of the X actuator. For the Y actuator, the kinetic energy is 

(4.19a) 

where 

(4.19b) 

is the mass matrix of the Y actuator. The system mass matrix, 

( 4.20) 
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4.2.2 Potential energy 

The potential energy of the system is similarly made up of those of the tower and of the two 

actuators. The potential energy of the tower is 

(4.21) 
=mtge[ (R(q) - II)rew 

where e3 is the unit vector in the Z direction and II is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. The potential 

energies of the two actuators are 

Vax(q) = max9 e[ (reomX - (rbaXO + reaxo)) 

( 4.22) 

The system potential energy, 

( 4.23) 

4.2.3 Actuator and conductor forces 

The principle of virtual power is used to obtain the effects of the actuator and conductor 

forces in the equation of motion, i.e. mapping these forces to the degrees of freedom q = 

(0x,0y)T. The load head measures the conductor force , Fe, and moment , µe , in body frame 

coordinates. Therefore , the virtual power of the conductor force is 

= i/Btt(q?Fe + i/ lt(q)Tµe (4.24) 

~ ,{ [B,,(q)TF, + J,(q)Tµ,] ( 
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For the actuator, the velocity corresponding to work done by the actuator force is the rate 

of change of length of the actuator. Therefore, the virtual power of the actuator force is 

V iax Fax + V iaYFay 

= i/GLax(q) T Fax + i/GLay(q) T FaY ( 4.25) 

~ ,j [GL.x(q) T F.x + GLav(q)TFav]( 

where Fax , FaY are the hydraulic forces from the X and Y actuators. 

Thus, the forcing term in the equation of motion ( 4.11) , 

( 4.26) 

Equations (4.20) , (4.23) and (4.26) contain all the information necessary to construct the 

equations of motion ( 4.11). 

4.3 Hydraulic model 

The actuator forces , Fax and FaY are determined by hydraulic flow and pressure dynamics. 

piston exposed to hydraulic pressure, and P 1ax , P2ax , AaY , P2aY are the chamber pressures 

in the two actuators (see schematic in Figure 4.4). Referring to equation (3.2) in [90], the 
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'\+------- Stiff tower structure 

.____________
•----- Cruciform 

r-,•----Actuator piston 

=---- Chamber 2 (pressure = P2ax) 
j-<:----- Chamber 1 (pressure = P1ax) 

■-----Extension rods 

..______ U-joint 

Figure 4.4: Actuator schematic 

actuator pressure dynamics are described by the nonlinear differential equations, 

• /'i, 

P1aX ~ Ap (Lm.x + L'.L.x (q)) [rI's - I'1aX ,Uvx) - Q( I'1aX - Prr , - uvx) 

-K1ax(Aax - P2ax) - ApGLax(q)q] ( 

F2ax = A (L : 6.L ( )) [f(Ps - P2ax, - Uvx) - Q(P2ax - PR ,~x) 
p max axq \ 

+K1aX(P1.x - P,aX) + ApGLaX(q)<i] ( 
(4.27) 

Pi.y ~ Ap (Lm,Y : L'.L,y( q)) [rI's - Pi.y ,Uvy) - Q( P1aY - Prr , - Uvy) 

-K1aY(AaY - P2aY) - ApGLay(q)q] ( 

F2aY = A (L : 6.L ( ) ) [ Q(Ps - P2aY , - UvY) - Q(P2aY - PR ,u\y) 
p maY aY q 

where 

Q(. , .) = servo valve flow function 

Uvx ,UvY = servovalve inputs for actuators X and Y 

ux , Uy = reference displacements for actuators X and Y 
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Ps , PR = supply and return pressures of the hydraulic pump 

LmaX , LmaY = midstroke position of X and Y actuators 

K, = bulk modulus of oil 

K1ax , K1aY = leakage coefficient across chambers of X and Y actuators 

The actuators are operated in displacement mode with the feedback control, 

Uvx = K ex(ux - 6.Lax(q)) - Kpx(Aax - P2ax) 
( 4.28) 

UvY = K ey(Uy - 6.Lay(q)) - KpY(PiaY - P2aY) 

where 

Kex , KeY = proportional gains 

Kpx , KpY = differential pressure gains ( t:..P gain). 

The equation of motion (4.11) and the hydraulic model (4.27) , and (4.28) describe the ES 

dynamics. 

4.4 Linearization of ES model 

For the purposes of MIL control design, a linearized ES model is found adequate. Therefore, 

the nonlinear ES model consisting of the Euler-Lagrange (EL) equation ( 4.11) , and the 

hydraulic model (4. 27) is linearized. 

4.4.1 Linearization of EL equation 

In linearizing the EL equation, we think of coordinates (Xct , Yct) , 1.e. the eccentricity of 

the tower center of mass (see Figure 4.1) as parameters of the system Lagrangian (p1 = Xct , 

p2 = Yet)- It can be readily verified that (q* = 0, q* = 0, u'5c = 0 , u~ = 0, Ft= 0, µi = 0, 

p* = 0) is an equilibrium point for an ES model with actuator forces F;x = 0, F;y = 0. 
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Following Appendix A.3 , equation (4.11) is linearized about this point. 

ct) (4.29) 
ct 

:~:e(all:)at,(:e:ar(e e::~:;e)d.t (Xct ~ 0, Yet~ 0) 

aY LaY(O) 

From eq ations (4.21) nd (4.22) , 

Ka13 (0) = V:a13 (0) 

= ½,a/3 (0) + Vax ,a13 (0) + VaY ,a13 (0) (4.30) 

Substituing the derivatives of the rotation matrices from Appendix A.5 , 

(4.31) 

Again, substituting the rotation derivatives , the matrix r is given by 

( 4.32) 
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Using equations (4.15) , (4.18) and (4.19) , the mass matrix, M = M(O) is 

( 4.33) 

where L0 = ll rcw ll- This same linearized equation of motion is derived using free body 

diagrams in Appendix A. 7 for verification, and to gain a more intuitive understanding. 

4.4.2 Linearization of actuator dynamics 

The hydraulic model is linearized about the equilibrium point, P{ax = P{ax 

Uvx = 0. Following Appendix A.4, the linearized hydraulic model is 

(4.34) 

where the terms Ca, Ka, D are defined in equation (A.24). Combining equations (4.29) , 

(A.24) , and (4.28) , the linearized ES model is 

ct) 
ct ( 4.35) 
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where Ke = ( O ) ,~d KP ~ ( O ) ( 
KeY KpY 

If (Xct, Yct) -/=- , the equilibrium point qo or (Fe , µc) = 0, can be obtained. At equilibrium, 

equations (4.35) and (4.28) are 

ct) 
ct 

( 4.36) 

Solving the above set of equations, 

(4.37) 

1 3where R = K + GT [ ( 1a + AP -lD KP )- D Ke] {; . Since the eccentricity in the tower is 

negligible , it has been ig\10red in further calculatkns. 

4.4.3 Servovalve dynamics 

In the discussion so far , it has been taken that the spool position can be controlled directly. 

However, referring to Section 3.2.2.4 in [90] it is observed that the servovalve plays a noticable 

role in the system dynamics. The servovalve is modeled as a generic first order transfer 

function , +°'s Uv, or equivalently as a differential equation,
S O< s 

( 4.38) 

3 The contribution of K (gravitational overturning effect) to the total stiffness is negligible compared to 

that of GT [ ( t" + DA:· r' DK.l~ (stiffness from the hydrnulics) 
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where Uv is now the valve command, and Xs is the spool position. The ES model is now 

written in state space form. 

4.5 State space representation 

Define the states of the ES as X = (0X ' 0y ' ()X ' 0y ' Fax ' Fay' XsaX ' XsaY) T ' where XsaX' XsaY 

are the spool positions of the X, and Y actuator servovalves. Combining equations (4.35) 

and ( 4. 38), and neglecting the eccentricity, a state space representation of the ES dynamics 

can be obtained as 

X ~ Ax + Bu + E ( : ) ( (4.39) 

where 

Ibx2 0 0f:_,K 
0 0 

(
M-1cT 

A= 
0 - KaG - Ca D 

0 - AP - l ( a 8 Kp) - ast:sK,( ~ 
0 

B= ( 4.40) 
0 

sKe ~ 
0 0 (

-lB T M-lJtTtt 
E= 

0 0 

0 
( 0 
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Equation ( 4.40) represents a mathematical model for the ES , which is derived using the 

kinematics of the system. The properties of the system needed in the state space model 

(equation ( 4.40)) are obtained in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental evaluation of ES model 

This chapter describes experiments conducted to evaluate the ES mathematical model de

veloped in Chapter 4. Some experiments are also used to determine the parameters of the 

model. 

5.1 Kinematics and equilibrium 

Basic kinematics and equilibrium relations are verified as a means of checking sensor cali

bration and physical dimensions. 

Kinematics: From Table 4.1 , for small displacements , 

change in length of actuators, 6.L = G(O)q 
(5.1) 

top displacement of ES , 6t = Btt(O)q 

Thus, 6t = Btt(O)G(o)-16.L. This evaluates to 6tx = ~:0 6.Lax, and 6tY = ~:0 6.LaY· Figure 

5.1 shows that these relations check out. 

Equilibrium: From equation 4.29 , at equilibrium, 

(5.2) 
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Figure 5.1: Verification of kinematics relation, equation ( 5.1) at two frequencies, 0.1 Hz and 
0.2 Hz. Red solid lines denote 6t and blue dashed lines denote ~t:o 6.L. 
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Figure 5.2: Verification of equilibrium relation (5.2). Red solid lines denote the left hand 
side of equation (5.2) , and dashed blue lines, the right hand side. 

To verify that this checks out , a force is applied at the top , and GTFa is comapred with 

and - FaYla = - mtgZew0x +FeY Ztto - µex in the Y direction. Applying a static force at the 

top , maintaining equilibrium, the terms µex and µeY are negligible, and since the rotation 

is small, the terms mtgZew0x, mtgZew0y are also negligible. Therefore, equation (5.2) is 

Faxla = - FexZtto , FaYla = - FeYZtto• Results in Figure 5.2 show that these relations check 

out. 

5.2 Hydraulic controller gain settings 

To verify that the feedback control implemented in the MTS 407 is indeed equation (4.28) , 

the right hand side of equation (4.28) is computed using measured actuator displacement and 

is computed using measured actuator displacement and force , and the control gain settings, 

and compared with the valve command from the 407 controller. Results are shown in Figure 

5.3, confirming the controller implementation. 
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Figure 5.3: Verification that MTS 407 controller implements equation (4.28). Red solid lines 
show left hand side of equation (4.28) , the valve command obtained from the controller, 
and the blue dashed lines show the right hand side, computed from the measured actuator 
displacements and forces , and control gain settings. 

5.3 Center of gravity and moment of inertia estimation 

To obtain the mass matrix and stiffness matrix (gravitational overturning effect) in the ES 

model , the location of the center of gravity and the moment of inertia of the tower/crucifor

m/assembly need to be estimated. This is done in three ways and results are compared. 

1. suspending the tower like a pendulum and measuring the swinging frequency. 

11. driving the tower and cruciform with an actuator, and deducing the moment of inertia 

from the moment of the driving force and the angular acceleration. 

n1. computation based on the CAD model. 
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5.3.1 Tower suspended like pendulum 

The tower with the load head, detached from the cruciform, is suspended like a pendulum, 

supported at the ends of a trunbuckle mounted on two pillow block bearings (McMaster-Carr 

part number 6494K19) , as shown in Figure 5.4. The bearings allow the tower to swing. The 

turnbuckle can be adjusted so that the tower can be supported at different positions along 

its height (above the center of gravity). For a support location, h, the pendulum frequency 

is given by 1 
2~ Jt;;.~,. The free vibration response is measured by supporting the tower 

at three locations, nd the center of mass location, moment of inertia are obtained using 

least-squares fit to the measured frequencies. 

5.3.2 Driven response of assembly 

The assembled ES system is driven with sinusiodal reference displacements (PGMCMD) 

separately to each actuator. Higher frequency sines generate greater acceleration, and are 

used to estimate the moment of inertia. Similarly at low frequencies , the gravitational 

overturning effect dominates the response ( see equation (4. 29)). Sines at low frequencies are 

used to estimate the location of the center of mass. Figures 5.6 , 5.7 show the quality of fit for 

low and high frequencies. Note that only a few cycles are extracted from the time series and 

shown in the Figures 5.6, and 5. 7 In order to eliminate high frequency components, a low 

pass filter is applied in the acceleration signals. Filtering is performed in MATLAB without 

phase distortion using the following code. 

[b,a] = butter(6, 100/711); 

%6-pole Butterworth 100 Hz low pass filter at 711 Hz sampling frequency 

filtered_signal = filtfilt(b, a, signal); 

1 this can be readily derived starting from the potential energy, mgh(l - cos 0) , and kinetic energy 

½(I+mh')f 
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(a) Tower suspended like a pendulum 
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(b) Elevation of the setup to measure Ixx / Jyy 

Turn buckle 

Angle for tower to rest on 

Pillow block bearings 

Pedestal 

(c) Close-up of assembly to support tower 

Figure 5.4: Tower suspended like pendulum to estimate center of mass location and moment 
of inertia. 
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Figure 5.5: Curve fit for Ixx / Jyy measurement. Red solid lines show experimental data 
and dashed blue lines show the analytical prediction. 

5.3.3 Computations using CAD model 

Solidworks also reports the location of center of mass and moment of inertia. These are also 

listed in Table 5.1. It can be seen from Table 5.1 that all three approaches lead to similar 

values for the parameters. The experimentally measured parameters are used for further 

analysis. 

5.4 Frequency response measurement 

Frequency response measurements are used to verify the structure of the linear system model 

(4.40) of the ES , and to calibrate the parameters Ca (oil column damping) , Ka (oil column 

stiffness) , and D (input gain). Frequency responses are measured by applying PGMCMD 

input to one actuator at a time, while setting the PGMCMD input to the other actuator to 

zero. The input applied is a multisine signal, described next. 
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Figure 5.6: Driven response of assembly at low frequency. Red solid lines show the right 
hand side of equation (4.29) and dashed blue lines show the left hand side computed with 
estimated CM location and moment of inertia. Good comparison at low frequency indicates 
good fit for CM location. 
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Figure 5.7: Driven response of assembly at high frequency. Red solid lines show the right 
hand side of equation (4.29) and dashed blue lines show the left hand side computed with 
estimated CM location and moment of inertia. Good comparison at high frequency indicates 
good fit for the moment of inertia. 
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Property Tower suspended Driven response CAD model 

like pendulum of assembly 

Weight 115 lbs (tower alone) 260 lbs (assembly) 255 lbs (assembly) 

Tower CM 56 in 58 in 

Tower Ixx 68700 lb-in2 63750 lb-in2 

Tower lyy 68700 lb-in2 63750 lb-in2 

Cruciform CM - 9 in 

Cruciform Ixx - 76 lb-in2 

Cruciform I yy - 76 lb-in2 

Combined CM - 30 in 31 in 

Combined Ixx - 367080 lb-in2 387000 lb-in2 

Combined lyy - 367080 lb-in2 387000 lb-in2 

Table 5.1: Model properties. Moment of inertia (about the U-joint), and CM distances (from 
the U-joint) are tabulated from various experiments and CAD models. 
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Figure 5.8: Multisine input used for frequency response measurements. 

5.4.1 Multisine input signal 

The multisine is a specially constructed periodic broadband signal consisting of a sum of 

sines of a constant amplitude, and phases selected so that the 'crest factor ' is minimal; i.e. 

the ratio of the maximum peak to minimum peak on signal is close to one [35]. This helps 

maximize the signal-noise ratio in the output signals for frequency response estimation [78]. 

Figure 5.8 shows an example signal, where the sampling frequency is 711 Hz, the period 

is 5.76s (= 4096 samples) , and the bandwidth is 100 Hz(= 576 sine components). The 

frequency resolution is J~l6 Hz = 0.1736 Hz. The signal is made up by concatenating 10 

repititions of the multisine. The first and last windows are modulated to provide a smooth 

transition. Figure 5.8b shows the magnitude of the FFT of one period of the multisine signal. 
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5.4.2 Execution 

Using the input signal described in Section 5.4.1 , the frequency response is obtained for 

both actuators in ESl and ES2. Frequency response from program command to load head 

acceleration is shown in Figures 5.9, 5.11 , 5.13 , 5.15, and results from program command 

to actuator displacement is shown in Figures 5.10 , 5.12, 5.14 and 5.16. The magnitude 

response plot is shown in both absolute and decibel scales to provide a good insight on the 

damping and the slope of the frequency response curve. A plot for the coherence is also 

shown to provide a measure of the correlation of the input to the output. As expected, the 

coherence is low at high frequenices when higher order modes are active, and at extremely 

low frequenices , where friction dominates the response. Response from all four actuators are 

comparable. 
2A K,

Referring to [90], Section 3.2.2.2, the oil-column stiffness of the actuator is __P_ and the 
LmaX 

I 
equivalent mass of the ES is l2 , where I denotes the moment of inertia of the ES. Hence, 

a 

the oil-column resonance frequency is 

WoiJ = (5.3) 

which suggests that the oil-column peak for the ES is at roughly 58 Hz. However experiments 

conducted in Section 5.4.2 show that the oil-column peak exists at 15 Hz for all four actuators. 

Tests were conducted to further investigate this unexpected peak, which are described in 

Section 5.5. 

5.5 Diagnosis of unexpected peak frequency 

As observed in Section 5.4.2, the oil-column peak exists at 15 Hz. However, since equation 

(5.3) suggests that the peak exists at 58 Hz, further experiments were carried out to diagnose 

this unexpected response. 
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Figure 5.9: Frequency response of ESl Actuator X - PGMCMD to load head acceleration 
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Figure 5.10: Frequency response of ESl Actuator X - PGMCMD to actuator displacement 
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Figure 5.11: Frequency response of ESl Actuator Y - PGMCMD to load head acceleration 
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Figure 5.12: Frequency response of ESl Actuator Y - PGMCMD to actuator displacement 
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Figure 5.13: Frequency response of ES2 Actuator X - PGMCMD to load head acceleration 
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Figure 5.14: Frequency response of ES2 Actuator X - PGMCMD to actuator displacement 
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Figure 5.15: Frequency response of ES2 Actuator Y - PGMCMD to load head acceleration 
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Figure 5.16: Frequency response of ES2 Actuator Y - PGMCMD to actuator displacement 
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Figure 5.17: Input signal is modifed to change the zero set point in the ES to observe the 
effect of difference in volume of oil in the two chambers. 

5.5.1 Difference in volume of oil in two chambers 

One of the assumptions made in modeling the actuator is that the volume of oil in the two 

chambers at the equilibrium position is the same. However, the volume of oil may be slightly 

different , since the volume of the two chambers of the actuator is not the same because of 

the presence of a tubing at one end. To study the effect of this approximation, the input 

signal described in Section 5.4.1 is slightly modified ( 5.17 a) so that the starting position of 

the actuator is not zero , but is 1.1 inch. Since the maximum stroke length is 3 inches (1.5 

in on each side) and the amplitude of the multisine is 0.2 in, the modified input signal is 

within the range of the actuator. The differencein the volume of oil is not the cause for the 

unexpected response since the results from this run, as shown in Figure 5.17b, provide the 

same location of the peak as the one without the modified zero position (Section 5.4.2). 
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5.5.2 Pressure gauge and accumulator 

As ment ioned in [90], t he supply pressure Ps is determined by t he hydraulic pump used, and 

is typically 3000 psi, whereas t he return pressure PR is approximately equal to atmospheric 

pressure, i. e. 0 psi. Figure 5. 18a shows t he supply and return lines as well as t he manifold 

used for t he supply of t he hydraulic oil to t he ES. A pressure gauge is present at t he manifold 

and t he pressure reading is roughly 3000 psi. One of t he possible reason to see t he shift in 

frequency peak in Section 5.4.2 is t hat t he supply pressure at t he location of t he actuator 

is not 3000 psi or t hat t here is a pressure fluctuation at t hat location . A pressure gauge 

is attached as shown in F igure 5. 18b to measure t he fluctuations in supply pressure to 

t he actuator. In order to ensure t hat t he supply pressure doesn 't drop during t he test , 

an accumulator is used. An accumulator is a pressure storage reservoir , in which a non

compressible hydraulic fluid is held under pressure by an external source. The external source 

used in t his application is nitrogen gas. First , nitrogen gas is used to fill up t he accumulator 

(Figure 5. 19a). Hydraulic fluid is t hen used to compress t he gas. Fluid flows from t he 

accumulator to t he actuator in case t here is a pressure drop . To ensure t hat t he pressure 

doesn 't drop significant ly below 3000 psi, a bladder accumulator is attached to t he supply 

line of t he actuator as shown in Figure 5. 19b . Wit h t he input signal as described in Section 

5.4. 1, frequency response is obtained from program command to load head acceleration and 

to t he actuator displacement . Results obtained are similar to t he tests done in Section 5.4.2, 

hence eliminating pressure drop as t he reason for t he location of t he unexpected peak. 

5.5.3 Varying moment of inertia 

While modeling t he actuator dynamics, t he only part of t he actuator t hat contributes to 

t he stiffness is t he hydraulic oil. Since t he location of t he peak is less t han what is expected 

(equation (5.3)) , one possibility may be t he presence of another flexible element in t he 

actuator. A delta-P cell is added to t he actuator in t he ES to comapre t he force measurement 
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ES MTS 252.25C servovalve 

- Manifold block Pressure gauge 
Supply line 

Hydraulic service 
manifold 

Pressure gauge 

Return line 

Supply line 

(a) Hydraulic service manifold (b) Pressure gauge attached to supply line of actu
ator 

Figure 5.18: Hydraulic service manifold with supply line at 3000 psi. Pressure gauge attached 
to the actuator to check pressure fluctuations 

ES 

Nitrogen supply 

Accumulator 

(a) Nitrogen to fill accumulator (b) Accumulator attached to the ES 

Figure 5.19: Nitrogen is used to fill the actuator. Hydraulic fluid is used to compress the gas 
and fluid flows from accumulator to the actuator when the pressure drops. The accumulator 
is attached to ES to maintain pressure. Frequency response is compared with experiments 
conducted in Section 5.4.2 (without accumulator). 
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Figure 5.20: Frequency response of ES with accumulator. Frequency response is similar to 
one obtained in Section 5.4.2 (without accumulator). 
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obtained from delta-P multiplied by the area of the piston to the one obtained from the force 

transducer. To ensure that the actuator compressibility is modeled correctly, the moment 

of inertia, and hence the equivalent mass resting on the actuator is changed in this series of 

tests. Using the input signal defined in Section 5.4.1 , frequency response is calculated for 

ES setup with varying moment of inertia. 

Three tests are conducted, each with a different setup, with the purpose to run tests with 

modified system properties. Along with the moment of inertia, the location of the center of 

gravity, and hence the stiffness of the system is varied. Note that compared to the oil-column 

stiffness, the flexibility from all other factors is negligible. In the first test , the tower and 

the load head were removed from the structure (as shown in Figure 5.21). An acceleometer 

was placed on the cruciform to measure the acceleration in the vertical direction. From the 

oil-column frequency equation (5.3) , the expected peak is at 250 Hz. A transfer function 

magnitude plot is shown in Figure 5.22 with the program command (multisine) as the input 

and cruciform vertical acceleration as the output. The peak obtained in this run was at 27 

Hz. This frequency shift indicates that the peak at 15 Hz observed in Section 5.4.2 is not 

due to the servovalve alone. 

In the second test , two lead bricks (25 lbs each) are added at the top of the tower as shown 

in Figure 5.23. The moment of inertia of the system is almost doubled, and the location of 

the center of gravity (30 in) is shifted to 38 in. These properties correspond to a peak at 

(refer equation (5.3)) 45 Hz. Figure 5.24 shows results obtained from this test. The peak 

frequency is observed at 12.5 Hz. As a final test , six lead bricks (25 lbs each) are added 

instead of two. This significantly changes the moment of inertia of the system (Moment of 

inertia is now almost four times) as well as the location of center of gravity (shited to 48 in). 

Expected peak is at 30 Hz whereas the peak is observed at 9 Hz (Figure 5.25). 
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(a) Tower along with load head taken off ES using (b) Close up of cruciform resting on actuator 
a forklift . 

Figure 5.21: ES without tower and load head, to obtain transfer function with multisine as 
input to actuator and vertical acceleration at cruciform as output. 
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Figure 5.22: Frequency response of setup without tower and load head. Frequency response 
shows peak at 27 Hz. 
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Lead bricks -----

ES----

Figure 5.23: Bricks added to top of ES to vary the moment of inertia. 

5.5.4 Individual actuator setup 

Experiments conducted in Section 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 lead to the conclusion that the compress

ibility in the system that has not been modeled lies in the hydraulics. The actuator is 

separated from the ES setup (Figure 5.26a) to further investigate this behavior. Weights 

are stacked on the actuator, while a clamp used to support the displacement feedback. An 

accelerometer is placed on top of the plates to measure the acceleration in the vertical direc

tion, as shown in Figure 5.26b. Tests are conducted with a different weight on the actuator 

for each test. The expected peak is 

(5.4) 

where M is the mass on the actuator. Frequency response from program command to 

actuator displacement and actuator force is shown in Figure 5.27 for the case with a weight 

of 540 lbs on the actuator. Expected peak is at 100 Hz. Results from all experiments in this 

section are summarized in the Table 5.2 
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Figure 5.24: Frequency response of ES with two lead bricks attached on the top of the tower. 
Frequency response shows peak at 12.5 Hz. 
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Figure 5.25: Frequency response of ES with six lead bricks attached on the top of the tower. 
Frequency response shows peak at 9 Hz. 
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String pod for displacement 
feedback 

Accelerometer 

Plates stacked on actuator 

Actuator separated from ES 

(a) Actuator separated from ES (b) Setup of individual actuator 

Figure 5.26: Actuator is separated from the ES. Weights are stacked on the actuator with 
accelerometer to measure vertical acceleration. 

Equivalent weight - lbs Expected peak Observed peak 

frequency frequency 

90 (Tower off) 250 Hz 27 Hz 

330 (Weight on actuator) 127 Hz 77 Hz 

540 (Weight on actuator) 100 Hz 51 Hz 

1630 (ES) 58 Hz 15 Hz 

3015 (ES with two lead bricks) 47 Hz 12.5 Hz 

5 788 (ES with six lead bricks) 30 Hz 8 Hz 

Table 5.2: Peak response - expected and observed 
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Figure 5.27: Measured frequency response of an individual actuator with a moving weight, 
540 lb , from program command (PGMCMD) input to actuator force and displacement out
puts. Frequency response has a peak at 51 Hz. 
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5.6 Hypothesis and verification 

Results from Section 5.3 show that the moment of inertia and location of center of gravity of 

the system are accurate. Therefore, the error in the gain settings (Section 5.2) and moment of 

inertia measurement are ruled out as a possible cause of the location of the unexpected peak. 

Frequency response plots from input (program command) to various (shown in Section 5.5) 

output , and tests conducted in the previous section suggest that the interaction between the 

hydraulic lines is the cause for the unexpected behavior, but the exact reason for the existence 

of the flexibilty is still unclear. In order to take into account this additional flexibility in 

the actuator, a curve fit is done between the time series of the measured actuator force 

and the one obtained analytically. A compliance factor of 15 is found to be adequate for 

all test cases with the actuator back in place (attached to the ES). Since the tests with 

the individual actuator were done to establish the source of the unexpected peak, that test 

setup is not pursued further. Frequency response from the modified governing equations 

(4.40) and experimental results is shown in Figures 5.28, 5.29, 5.31 , and 5.32. Time series 

measurements are shown in Figures 5.30, 5.33. The data from the time series measurements 

is filtered using a low pass filter of 100 Hz without phase distortion as described in Section 

5.3.2. 

Experiments conducted in this section have characterized the ES. The unexpected loca

tion of the oil-column frequency is due to interaction between hydraulic lines. The additional 

comlpiance in the model has been taken into account by using a compliance factor which 

has been verified. The next section describes the control design for the hybrid model. 
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lines and blue dashed lines denote measured and analytical frequency response. Oil column 
stiffness used in the analytical model = 3.662 x 104 lb/ in. 
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Chapter 6 

MIL - control design and 

implementation 

This chapter describes the MIL control design for the dynamic substructure. The applica

bility and the implementation of this approach is discussed first, and then the experiments 

conducted are described in detail , demonstrating the performance of this approach. The first 

set of tests compares how closely the ES resembles different virtual subsystems independently 

of the physical subsystem. In the second set of tests, the combined setup is evaluated. 

6.1 Concept 

The dynamic substructuring presented here is diferent than the conventional methods de

scribed in Chapter 2. This approach does not involve a tracking controller, a compensator 

or any specialized numerical integration scheme. The ES , as described in Chapter 4, has 

two inputs - the moment at the top , which comes from the physical subsystem motion, and 

the control input. The control input is the valve command given to the actautors in the 

ES , which implement feedback on position error as described in Section 4.3. The intention 

is not the track the position, and the feedback is used to keep the system stable and reduce 
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Figure 6.1: Controller design concept. 

nonlinearities. 

The design of the controller is based on the following question , 

What should the control input be, so that the ES applies the same displacement at the 

terminal as the VS would? 

The concept is shown in Figure 2.2, which uses a feedforward stratergy wiht no tracking 

controller or compensator. This greatly simplifies the control design. 

6.2 Controller design 

The controller design concept is shown in Figure 6.1. The two inputs for the ES are the 

program command to the actuator, u , and the moments on the terminal, w. For the VS , 

the only input is the moment on the terminal. Both systems have the displacement at the 

terminal as the output. The ES can be reasonably modeled as a linear system, as described 

in Chapters 4 and 5, and the virtual system is modeled as a stable, two-DOF linear system. 

From Figure 6.1, the design concept can be written as 

H vs Hvs .. H H (6.1)!::..lwW + !::..lug Ug = !::..luU + !::..lwW 
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Therefore, the controller is 

Huw ~ Hi,.,~ [ ( H.)'.fw - Hl,lw) ( HJ;'.fu, ] (6.2) 

As mentioned in Section 4.2 in [90], equation (6.2) would be valid only when the inverse of 

Ht::,lu is meaningful. 

The invertibility of a transfer function has been considered for linear multivariable systems 

([83], [47], [73]) and even for non linear systems ([24], [48]). 

For implementation of the controller, we want Huw to be stable and causal. For this to be 

true [30], 

l. HX.fw and H!::.lw are stable (all poles are in the left half plane) 

2. Ht::,zu is minimum - phase (all zeros are in the left half plane) 

3. Huw is proper (the order of the numerator polynomial is less than or equal to the order 

of the denominator polynomial) 

The ES transfer functions Ht::,zu and Ht::,zw are stable and minimum phase. Hence a stable 

virtual subsystem would make sure that the first two conditions are satisfied. However, the 

choice of the virtual subsystem may lead to a Huw which is not proper. In such cases, fast 

poles can be added to the system to ensure that Huw is proper. This will lead to a stable 

and causal controller. The different virtual subsystems tested in this study are described 

next. The process of converting the controller into a stable and causal system is referred to 

as fixing the controller in the following sections. 

6.3 Controller implementation 

The algorithm for the computation of the controller is as follows. 
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1. Using equation (6.2) , the controller can be calculated as 

% Contro l des i gn 
H_uw = [ (H _VS _w - H_DLw ) H_VS _weq ] /H _Dlu; 

2. Fix the controller if needed 

% Use second order l ow pass f ilter s i nce the numerator po l ynomi a l 
% has degree two more than the denomi nator 
[b _filt , a _filt ] = butter(2 , 2*Pi*550 , ' s ' ) ; 
H_filt = tf(b_filt , a _filt) ; 
H_uw _fixed = minreal (H _UW*H _filt , l e - 3); 

3. Discretize the controller 

controller= c2d(H _uw _fixed , 1 /f _s , ' foh ' ) ; 

4. Obtain the state space representation of the controller 

controller_ss = ss(controller) ; 

5. Implement the controller in VeriStand 

The approximations made above in discretizing and fixing the transfer function have 

effects on how well the ES is able to represent the virtual structure as shown in Figures 6.2, 

6.3. The c2d function ensures that the discrete approximation is stable if the continuous 

system is stable. 

6.4 Virtual subsystem 

In the MIL simulations to fo llow, two virtual subsystems are considered. Each VS is modeled 

as a two DOF structure with the fo llowing set of properties. The DOF considered are the 

rotation of the VS about its base. 

1. vs 1 

Mass of VS = 2.41 lb-s2 /in 
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Figure 6.2: Continuous to discrete approximation of controller. Red solid lines denote the 
continuous controller and dashed blue lines are the discretized controller 

Stiffness about base = 5.6e6 lb-in/ rad 

Moment of inertia about base = 4.19e3 lb-in2 / (in/ s2
) 

Center of gravity = 20 in 

Natural frequency = 5.86 Hz 

Damping ratio = 0.05 

2. vs 2 

Mass of VS = 2.41 lb-s2 / in 

Stiffness about base = 1.4e6 lb-in/ rad 

Moment of inertia about base = 4.19e3 lb-in2 / (in/ s2
) 

Center of gravity = 20 in 

Natural frequency = 2.93 Hz 

Damping ratio = 0.05 
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It should be noted that the this approach is not bounded by the type of virtual subsystem 

considered above. A more complex system can be considered, however, the DOF of interest 

will be the at the interaction of the VS and the PS (physical subsystem). The equation of 

motion of a generalized two DOF structure can be written as 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 Wy 

+ 
0 - c/ I 0 0 0 mh/ I 

- k / I 0 - c/ I 1/ I - mh/ I 0 

where I is the moment of inertia about the base, c, k are the damping and stiffness terms, 

m , h are the mass and the location of the center of gravity. The loads to which the VS 

is subjected to are the moments at the terminal wx , Wy and the earthquake W eqX , W eqY· 

MIL experiments are conducted for the two VS described above, results from which are 

summarized in the next section. 

6.5 MIL simulation 

MIL simulations are conducted for the two VS described in Section 6.4. First , the MIL 

model is tested without any PS to assess how closely the ES is able to imitate the VS. As 

mentioned in Section 4.4 in [90], the ability to do so is a new feature of this approach. The 

ES is subjected to various pulse loads and earthquake shaking in the X and Y direction. 

The earthquake used as ground excitation is shown in Figure 6.4, and is scaled to O. lg and 

0.5g. Response of the ES for pulse loads and eathquake shaking is shown in Figures 6.5, 6.6 

, 6.7, 6.8. 
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Figure 6.4: Earthquake motion in X and Y direciton, used as input for MIL simulation 
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Figure 6.5: Pulse load applied to VS. Red solid lines denote experimental data and blue 
dashed lines show the analytical response of the VS. 
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Figure 6.6: O. lg earthquake applied to VS with natural frequency is 2.93 Hz. Red solid lines 
denote experimental data and blue dashed lines show the analytical response of the VS. 
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Figure 6.8: 0.5g earthquake applied to VS with natural frequency is 5.86 Hz. Red solid lines 
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Chapter 7 

Summary, concluding remarks and 

future work 

A new test system, consisting of specially designed 2-DOF shakers (referred to as equipment 

simulators) , has been developed for model-in-the-loop (MIL) simulation of interconnected 

substation equipment, and a new control design has been implemented for its operation. 

Such a system was motivated by the need to generate extensive data on nonlinear dynamics 

of flexible conductors over a broad range of dynamic boundary conditions representing inter

connected equipment. Current IEEE recommended practices to account for interconnection 

are more conservative than necessary Due to insufficient understanding of such nonlinear 

dynamics, and consequently, are often impractical. 

Observations from full-scale experiments on interconnected equipment, conducted in the 

larger project that this work is part of, and supporting analyses, suggest that the key phe

nomenon that causes nonlinear dynamic effects is parametric resonance between system 

modes of the interconnected equipment and transverse pendulum modes of the flexible con

ductors. This occurs only under certain combinations of equipment frequencies and con

ductor slacks; apart from these cases, the interconnected equipment dynamics is essentially 

linear. Experimental observations also suggest that even nonlinear effects occur, base mo-
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ments in the equipment are not necessarily larger than for the stand-alone condition. Data 

from MIL tests will complement full-scale tests and analyses, and provide further insight 

into the validity of these findings. It will also serve to validate computational models of 

nonlinear conductor dynamics developed in the larger project. 

An important element of this work is a new approach to MIL control design. Conven

tional methods used in hybrid simulations in the earthquake engineering domain rely on 

actuators tracking commands exactly and being unresponsive to feedback from the speci

men (i.e. , obedience) ; they try to make up for inexact tracking by means of compensators 

and specially tailored numerical time integration schemes. The approach used in this work 

takes a fundamentally different path; the response of the actuator to both the command 

and the feedback from the specimen is modeled (i.e. , predictability). This model is then 

used to compute commands in such as way as to imitate desired virtual dynamics. Such 

an approach was developed by Stefanaki et al [89, 91 , 93] and improved upon by Verma et 

al [97] for single-axis force-based MIL configurations. In the present work, it is extended 

to a multi-axis displacement-based configuration. It is this predictability-over-obedience 

approach that makes MIL applicable for a complex configuration like the interconnected 

equipment simulators. 

The contributions in this dissertation, and aspects for future work are discussed in the 

following subsections. 

7.1 Contribution 

The following are the main contributions of this work. 

1. MIL test system for interconnected substation equipment: A unique test sys

tem has been designed and implemented for MIL testing of interconnected substation 

equipment, and represents the first time that two multi-axis shakers have been com-
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bined in a MIL test. The system integrates new devices - two 2-DOF shakers (equip

ment simulators) based on a U-joint design, and two 6-DOF load heads, presenting a 

fairly complex configuration from a controls perspective. A new approach to designing 

MIL controls makes operating this system possible. When fully functional , this test 

system will enable exploring a broad parameter space to validate computational models 

of nonlinear conductor dynamics. This will in turn aid development of better-informed 

recommended practices to account for seismic interaction of interconnected substation 

equipment. 

2. Mechanical design of 2-DOF shaker: A new 2-DOF shaker concept has been 

developed and tested. One-DOF and 6-DOF shakers are common and well understood. 

However, in MIL tests , other constraints become necessary to implement appropriate 

active boundary conditions. Kinematic analysis and control design for such a shaker 

creates a path for deploying other custom devices for MIL tests in the future. 

3. New approach for MIL control design: A new approach for MIL control design, 

one that emphasizes predictability over obedience of actuators , has been implemented 

and tested in a multi-axis displacement-based context. Previously, a similar approach 

has been tested in a single-axis forced-based setting [89, 91, 93 , 97]. The present work 

establishes the broader feasibility of this approach, making it possible to consider MIL 

testing with more confidence for other applications. 

4. Software infrastructure: Previous work employed custom in-house software to im

plement MIL data acquisition and control functionality [89]. Such software is difficult 

to use readily due to safety and other considerations, and is cumbersome to maintain 

as hardware evolves. By implementing MIL controls in the commercial software, Veri

Stand [58], which has well-tested safety/alarm functions , and is updated to keep pace 

with hardware advances, such testing has been made more accessible. For example, 

it can be more readily deployed with the 6-DOF earthquake simulators, wind tunnel 
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and furnace t hat are part of t he University at Buffalo's Structural Engineering and 

Earthquake Simulation Laboratory (SEESL). 

5. Importance of hydraulic system design and modeling: The importance of 

proper modeling of t he hydraulic system, a fact t hat is not commonly considered 

in hybrid simulations in t he eart hquake engineering domain, was highlighted in [89]. 

This is a significant piece of t he predictability-over-obedience t hinking. This has been 

further accent uated by t his work. 

7.2 Future work 

This work had made significant progress in MIL simulations, but in doing so has raised new 

questions to explore. Fut ure work to address t hese may be categorized as follows. 

1. Resolve hydraulic interaction issue: One of t he observations in Chapter 5 is t hat 

t he measured characteristic frequency of t he ES is substant ially lower t hat t he esti

mated oil-column frequency. Diagnostic experiments point to hydraulic interaction 

between t he actuators being t he source of t his discrepancy. One approach is to model 

t his interaction, but t his is complex and is likely to depend on particular details of 

t he hydraulic lines and connections; t his approach would also retain t he low system 

bandwidth . It is likely t hat a more robust approach would be to redesign t he hydraulic 

circuit incorporating appropriate accumulation, check valves and line sizes, and mini

mizing junctions. 

2. Reevaluate ES model and increase the range of MIL testing: Sufficient ly 

isolating t he actuators would likely increase t he bandwidt h of t he system, t hus reducing 

high-frequency response of t he MIL controller , and increasing t he range of MIL tests. 

This has to be tested and asserted. 
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3. Parametric study of interconnected equipment: This is the purpose of the work, 

to be able to perform numerous experiments with different virtual equipment dynamics 

and real conductor configurations to generate data to validate computational models 

of nonlinear conductor dynamics. These can in turn be used to test the paramet

ric resonance hypothesis, and develop more rational criteria for substation equipment 

qualification. 

4. Develop a firm theoretical basis for the new MIL approach: The new approach 

to MIL control design outlined in Chapters 2 and 6 has been demonstrated in the 

additional context of a multi-axis displacement-based configuration. A firm theoretical 

foundation must be established to enable MIL tests to be performed routinely and with 

confidence. The concept of passivity appears to be a promising direction to developing 

such a foundation. The underlying idea of that concept is that an interconnection of 

passive systems (systems that cannot generate energy) cannot be unstable. The goal is 

to prove that an actuator with controls designed as outlined in Chapter 6 to imitate a 

passive virtual system is passive as well , even when the controller is an approximation, 

and model uncertainties are present. 
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Appendix A 

Details of mathematical derivations 

A .1 Rotation of a unit vector to another 

Consider the rotation of a unit vector u 1 to another unit vector u 2 . The axis of rotation 

(including sense of rotation) is 11:~;:;11 . The angle of rotation, rJ E [O, 1r) , is such that 

cosrJ = u 1 ·u2 , and sinrJ = llu1 x u2 II - By Rodrigues ' formula [51], the rotation matrix, 

which can be written as 

(A.2) 

If the second unit vector, u 2 , varies with time ( on the surface of the unit sphere) , then 
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Consider the angular velocity, RT R. In deriving an expression for this, the following facts 

are used (where a, b, c and dare arbitrary 3-vectors). 

u2 · u2 = 0 since u2 moves on the surface of the unit sphere 

ax (bx c) = (a· c)b - (a· b)c 

(a x b) · (c x d) = (a · c) - (b · d) 
(A.3)

2
ll u1 x u2 ll = 

sin2 '13 = 1-

Consider the term [ ( U1 Xu,n( R ~ - (U1 Xu,)-R, that arises when deriving RTk 

[ ( u1 x u2) ]TR 

~ - (u1 · 1'2)(~ XU2f - (u1 XU2nU1 XU2f ( 
equation ( .4b) 

U1 · U2 ( ) T+ ( )2 (U1 X U2 X (U1 X 2) 1 X U2)1 + u1 · u2 ...,________ (A.4a) 
=0 

+ 

Consider the action of the second term of equation A.4a) on n arbitrary vector, p. 

= (U1 X U2) X ( ( U1 X U2) X p) ( 

~ (u1 x u2)(u1 x u,):p - ( (u1 x u,)T(u'. x U,)) f . 
~ (u1 x u,)(u1 x u,) / - ((u1 · u1)(u, ·_u,) - (u1 · u,)(u1 · u,)) (P 
= (u1 x u2)(u1 x u2) p + (u1 · u2)(u1 · u2)Ip 
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Thus, 

(A.4b) 

Next we look at the non-zero part within the parentheses in the third term in equation 

(A.4a). 

(A.4c)~ [f1 x u,): u,] u1 - [f1 x u,)Tu1] t 
- [(u1 x u2 ) u,] t 

Substituting equations ( A.4b) and ( A.4c) in equation ( A.4a) , we have 

[(u1 x u2f](TR = - (u1 · il2)(u1 x u2f - (u1 x il2)(u1 x u2) T 

- (u1 · u2)(u1 · il2)I (A.4d) 

- l [(u1 Xu2) Tu2]P1(u1 Xu2) T 
1 + U1 · U2 \ 

for one of the terms that arise in RT R. 

(u1 x u2)(u1 x u2) TR 
· 

= - (u1 · il2)(u1 x u2)(u1 x u2) T + (u1 x u2) ((u1 x u2?(u1 x it2f) 

(A.5a) 
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Consider the action of the second term of the equation (A.5a) on an arbitrary vector, p. 

(U1 X U2) T ( U1 X U2fp 
(A.5b) 

= (u1 X U2) T((u1 X U2) X p) 

Now we look at the part within the parentheses in the third, fourth and fifth terms in 

equation (A.5a). 

~ ((u1 · u1_::u, ·U,)) t (u1 · U,)(u, · u1) (A.5c) 

= - (U1·U2) U2·U1) \ 

= (u1 · u1)(u2 · u2) - (u1 · u2)2 (A.5d) 

= 1 - (U1 · U2) 2 

Note that the the third and the fifth term are the same. 

Substituting (A.5d) and (A.5c) in equation (A.5a) , we have 

T·
(u1 x u2)(u1 x u2) R 

(u1 · u2)(u1 · u2) ( )( )T = ------ U1 X U2 U1 X U2 
1 + U1 · U2 (A.5e) 

+ ((u1 x u2) T(u2))(u1 x u2)u"[ 

+ (1 - U1 · U2)(u1 X U2)(u1 X U2) T 
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Finally, summing up all the above terms, RTR can be written as 

(A.6a) 

Consider the action of the matrix defined by ( abT - baT) on a vector c. Note that a, and b 

are also vectors. 

(abT - baT)c 

=(bTc)a - (aTc)b 

= c x (ax b) using equation(A.3) (A.6b) 

= - (ax b) x c 

=(bx afc 

Using the above result 

(A.6c) 
~ ((u1 X1'2) X(u1 XU2))~ ( 

(u1 x u2)(u1)T - (u~(u1 x u2)T 
(A.6d) 

~ (u1 x (u1 x u,)f ( 
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This further simplifies the (A.6a) to 

(A.7a) 

Using (A.3) and (A.6b) , 

(A.7b) 

(A. 7c) 

T finally simplifies to 

(A.8) 

A.2 Calculation of twist in the U-joint 

Equation (A.1) can also be written as 

(A.9) 
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----

z ES: rotation q = (0x, 0y )T 
=> (x,y,z) 

z, z' 
X 

X 

y Equipment: rotation about axis 
( cos 'Y, sin 'Y, 0) T by angle a 

=> (x', y', z') 

Figure A.1: Desired versus achieved configuration of ES. The desired equipment configura
tion (orientation of the z' axis) can be considered as a rotation about an axis in the X-Y 
plane. If the same orientation of the z axis is obtained in the ES , the x-y axes of the ES are 
rotated relative to the x ' -y' axes of the equipment by an angle T. This deviation is negligible 
for small motions of the ES as shown in Figure A.2. 

- 0! = 0 - 0! = 50 
- a= 10 - a = 6070 
- 0! = 20 - 0! = 70 

60 - 0! = 30 - o: = 80 
- 0! = 40 - o: = 90 

50 
,,-... 

1,-

~ .... 40 
~ 
~ 

30 

20 

10 

20 40 60 80 
Bending ('!?) 

Figure A.2: Inadvertant yaw(twist) in U-joint. For small bending angles, such as encountered 
in the ES , the yaw is negligible. 
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where 

t: (w~ (A.10) 

(o ( 
represents the axis of rotation. In matrix form, 

(os2 c, + cos iJ sin2 c, (1 - cos iJ) cos c, sin c, sin iJ sin c, ( 

R= (\-cos19)cos19sina sin2 a+cos19cos2 a -sin19cosa (A.11) 

( - sin iJ sin c, sin iJ corn cos iJ ( 

The rotation matrix for the U-joint , is denoted by (4.1). As shown in Figure A.1 , the z axis 

is the same, and there is an inherent twist associated with the U joint. Since the z axis for 

any arbitrary vector undergoing rotation under either rotation tensor must be the same, 

sin 0y cos 0 x = sin 19 sin a 

sin 0x = sin 19 cos a (A.12) 

COS 0y COS 0X = COS 19 

The twist associated with this rotation, /3 can be solved for by taking the dot product x 

rotation components of the two rotation tensors. The same can be done for the y rotation. 

Since the twist is the same, the angles should be equal. 

(os2 c, + cos iJ sin2 
c, ( (

COST= (\ - cos 19) cos 19 sin a · (A.13) 

( - sin iJ sin c, ( 

Using equation (A.12) , 

cos2 a cos 19 + sin2 a 
COST= (A.14)J({ sin2 iJcos2 c,) 
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A .3 Linearization of equation of motion 

Consider a system with generalized coordinates, q°' , parameters p'N and Lagrangian £ , written 

as .C(q,q;p) = T(q ,q;p) - V(q ,p) , where T and V are the kinetic and potential energies. 

Generalized coordinates are indexed by Greek letters (a , /3, ry etc.) , coordinates in the external 

force space by Latin letters (i , j , k etc.) and parameters by Hebrew letters (~ , ~ etc). Its 

Euler-Lagrange (EL) equation is 

(A.15) 

where B~ maps generalized velocity q°' to velocity components power conjugate to the ex

ternal forces F. We have used the notation .C,a to denote g1;,. To linearize the EL equation
9 

about a trajectory (q , q,p, F) , consider a perturbation, E, in the direction (r5q , r5q , r5p, r5F). 

The perturbed EL equation is 

To obtain the linearized EL equation, compute JE IE=Oof equation ( A.16) 

:t [.C,a/3 (q, q; P)r5q13 + .C,a/3 (q, q; P)r5q13 + .C,a'N( q, q; P)r5p'N] 

(A.17)=[f"~(q,iJ;p~JqP+ : ,0 ; (q , iJ;p~J,l + ~,ae(q , iJ;p)Jp"] ( 

- Ba13 (q ,p)r5q Fi+ Ba'N(q,p)r5p Fi+ Ba(q,p)r5Fi 

If the reference trajectory is an equilibrium point , (q* , q* = 0, p* , F*) , then the derivatives 

of the Lagrangian are time invariant. Moreover, if the parameter variation is also time 
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invariant , noting that £ ,af3 (q* , 0;p*) = £ ,°'1, (q* , 0;p*) ; since mixed partials commute, 

£ ,af, (q* , 0;p*)c5i/ - £ ,0c f3 (q* , 0;p*)c5qf3 + L ,c,N(q* , 0;p*)c5pN 
(A.18) 

-- Bic,(3 (q*· ,p*)"uqf3 p*i + Bic,N (q*· ,p*)"upNp*+i B i °' (q*· ,p*)"Fu i 

£ ,a/, (q* , 0;p*) = M0cf3 (q* ;p*) , the mass matrix. 

£ ,0c f3 (q*,0 ;p*) = - V:0c f3 (q* ;p*) , denoted as K0cf3 (q* ;p*). 

£ ,0cN(q* ,0;p*) = - V:0cN(q* ;p*) , denoted as -r0cN(q*;p*). 

We further simplify , considering an equilibrium configuration where F* = 0, so that the 

first two terms on the right hand side if equation (A.18) vanish. We then have the following 

linearized EL equation 

M c,(3 (q*· ,p*)""uqf3 +Kc,(3 (q*· ,p*)"uqf3 -_Bi(*·°' q ,p*)"Fu i +rc,N (q*· ,p*)"upN (A.19) 

or in matrix form, 

M(q* ;p*)c5q + K(q* ;p*)c5q = B(q* ;p*)T F + f(q* ;p*)c5p 

A.4 Linearization of hydraulic model 

The hydraulic model is now linearized about the same equilibrium point , where P{ax = 
Ps+PR

P{ax = , Uvx = 0. The pressure dynamics of the X actuator (4. 27) , can be linearized 
2 
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as 

-D1Q(Aax - PR , -Uvx)i5Piax + D2Q(Aax - PR , -Uvx)6uvx 

-K1aX(8P1aX - 8P,.x) - Ap(DGL.x(q)8q)<i - ApGL.x(q)8<il ( 

8P,.x ~ Ap(Lm.x: flLaX(q) [ tD1Q(Ps - P,.x , -Uvx)8P,.x - D,Q(Ps - P,.x , -Uvx)8uvx 

-D1Q(P2ax - PR ,Uvx)6P2ax + D2Q(P2ax - PR , -Uvx)6uvx 

+K1.x(8P1aX - 8P,aX) + Ap(DGLaX(q)8q)<i + ApGLaX(q)8ql ( 
(A.20) 

At the equilibrium point , 

• /'i, [ ( ( Ps - PR ) ( ( Ps - PR ) (6Aax = ApLmaX \2D1Q , 0 A ax + 2D2Q , 0 Uvx2 2 

-K=(8P,.x - 8P,.x) -ApGL.x(0)8ql ( 

(A.21) 

• /'i, [ ( Ps - PR ) ( ( Ps - PR ) (6P2ax = ApLmaX -2D1Q , 0 P2ax - 2D2Q , 0 Uvx2 2 

+K1.x(8P1aX - 8P,.x) + ApGLaX(0)8<il ( 

Using the above equations, 

(A.22) 
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r5Piax + r5P2ax , the sum of the pressures, is stable, does not interact with the other states 

and is not affected by the input Uvx • So this state can be ignored in the model (see also 

equation 3.10 in [90]) . The linearized hydraulic model then, multiplying equation (A.22) 

through by Ap, is 

(A.23) 

The hydraulics of the Y actuator can be linearized similarly. In matrix form, 

(A.24a) 

where 

((,Q (Ps;H, ,0) tK1.x) 0 

0 

D= (A.24b) 
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A.5 Derivatives of rotation matrices 

A.5.1 Derivatives of R(q) 

The matrix R(q) representing the tower rotation is 

sin0y sin 0x sin 0y cos 0x ( 

R(q) = cos0x - sin0x (4.1) 

cos 0y sin 0x cos 0y cos 0x ( 
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Its first and second derivative can be obtained from direct calculation. 

/ cos 0x sin 0y - sin Bx sin0y ( 

{ 
R(q) ,1 = 0\ - sin0x - cos0x 

cos 0x cos 0y - sin 0x cos 0y ~ 
sin0x cos 0y cos 0x cos 0y (

R(q) ,2 = 0 0 

- sin 0x sin 0y - cos 0x sin 0y ~ 

/ - sin 0 x sin 0y - cos0x sin By ( 

R(q) ,11 = 0\ - cos0x sin0x (A.25) 

- sin 0x cos 0y - cos 0x cos 0y{ ( 

! cos 0x cos 0y - sin 0x cos 0y (
R(q) ,21 = R(q) ,12 = 0 0 

{ - cos 0x sin 0y sin 0x sin0y ~ 
- sin 0x sin 0y - cos 0x sin 0y ( 

R(q) ,22 = 0 0 

- sin 0x cos 0y - cos Bx cos 0y ~ 

A.5.2 Derivatives of Rax(q), and Ray(q) 

The rotation matrix for the X actuator is 

(4.5a) 
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where 

TtaXO - rbaXO
U1 ( q ) = ------

ll rtaXO - rbaXO II 
(4.5b)

R(q)rtaXO - rbaXO 
u2q( ) = --------

R(q)rtaXO - rbaXO 

The derivatives of Rax (q) can be written as 

(A.27a) 

where 

1 
U2,a = --------PR(q) ,artaXO (A.27b)

R(q)rtaXO - rbaXO 

P is the projection matrix, given by P = II - u2u!, and II is the identity matrix, whereas , a 

represents the first derivative with repect to the components of q. 

Rax (q) ,a/3 = (U1 · U2,a/3 )II + (U1 X U2 ,a/3 r 
(u1 X U2 ,a/3 ) ( )T (u X U2,a) ( )T+ ----- U1 X U2 + __,~-- U1 X U2 /3
1 + U1 · U2 1 U1 · U2 ' 

(u1 · U2 13 ) T (u1 X u2) T 
( ' ) 2 (u1 X U2,a)(u1 X u2) + ----(u1 X U2 ,a13 )
1 + U1 · U2 1 + U1 · U2 

(u1 X U2 ,13 ) T (u1 · U2 ,13 ) T+----(u1 X U2,a) - ( ) 2 (u1 X u2)(u1 X U2 ,a)
1 + U1 · U2 1 + U1 · U2 

(U1 · U2 a) T (U1 · U2 a) T 
( ' ) 2 (u1 x u2,13 )(u1 x u2) - ( ' ) 2 (u1 x u2)(u1 x u2 ,13 )
1 + U1 · U2 1 + U1 · U2 

(u1 · U2 af3 ) T 
( " ) 2 (u1 x u2)(u1 x u 2)
1 + U1 · U2 

2(u1 · U2 ,a)(u1 · U2 ,13 ) ( )( )T
+ (l + Ui . u ) 3 U1 X U2 U1 X U2 

2 

(A.28) 
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T he second derivative of the term u 2 is 

1 
U2 ,a/3 = -------P(R(q) ,af3 Ttaxo)

R(q)rtaXO - rbaXO 

_ (R(q)rtaXO - rbaxo) T(R(q) ,13 rtaxo)P(R( ) )
3 q ,aTtaXO (A.29)

R(q)rtaXO - rbaXO 

1 
-------(u2 ,13Ui + U2Ur13 )(R(q) ,artaxo) 
R(q)rtaXO - rbaXO 

A.6 Measurement of l zz 

T he moment of inertia in the Z direction is measured experimentally using t he setup shown 

in Figure A.3a. The tower is lifted using (straps attached to) a fork lift. An accelerometer is 

placed on the top to record the acceleration when the system is given a slight twist (rotation in 

t he Z direction). The elevation of the setup is shown in Figure A.3b. Under the assumption 

that the length of the strap does not change, the distance by which the system goes up , z 

can be calculated. z, J, k represent the unit vector in X , Y and Z direction respectively. 

(A.3O) 
l = b(l - cos0)z - bsin0] + (h1 - z)k 

Since the length of the strap does not change, 

hi= b(l - cos0)z - bsin0J + (h1 - z)k 
(A.31) 

z ~ h, ± ✓(t + 2b(l cos BJ) ( 

The potential, and kinetic energy can be written as 

V(0) = mgz 
(A.32) 

T(0 , 0) = ~102 
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- Forklift arms 

- Straps 

Forklift 

Stiff tower structure 

(a) Lab setup to measure l zz 

(b) Representation of the setup to measure lzz 

Figure A.3: Setup to measure fz z . In order to lift the tower to displace it in the desired direc
tion, the arms of the forklift (not in frame) are ext ended to lift the tower. An acceleromet er 
is placed on the load head to measure the desired acceleration. 
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T herefore, t he natural frequency w is 

(A.33) 

A.7 Derivation of ES equation of motion using free 

body diagrams 

In Section 4.4.1 , t he linearized equation of motion of an ES was derived using an energy 

approach. Here, the same equation is derived using free body diagrams (FBD) both for the 

sake of verification, and to obtain a more intuitive understanding of the different terms. The 

fbd for the tower and the actuators are as shown in Figure A.4 (for a rotation 0y ). Referring 

to Figure A.4a, balance of moments about joints 0, P and Q lead to the fo llowing equations 

(A.34) 

Eliminating the reaction forces of the actuator, 

2 .. Pa 2 .. Pa 2 .. 
(It+ mtLo)0y + ha (Jax+ maxhca)/3x + ha (IaY + maYhca)f3y = - Faxla + µcY + FcxZtto + FczXtto 

(A.35) 

where /3y is cos-1 (u1 .u2 ). Similarly for f3x. Using small angle approximation, /3y = f3x = 

-~:0y. Substituing the above in equation (A.35) , 

[(It + 1ntL6) + ~i(I.x +m,xh). + I.v + m,yh).)]t~ m,qXct + FaX la + µ,y + F,x Zuo - F,z Xw, 

(A.36) 
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R------
2 0 R1 

Fav 
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+----~ H vVaY a 

maxB 

,.Jp 
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I 
I 

R6 R~ 
(a) Free body diagram of ES and X actuator (b) Free body diagram of ES and Y ac

tuator 

Figure A.4: Equipment simulator (ES) free body diagram. For clarity, the free body diagrams 
of the X and Y actuators have been shown separately. 
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Equation (A.36) is the same equation as obtained from the energy method approach in 

Section 4.4.1 (apart from the stiffness term, since the equilibrium is in the undeformed 

configuration). 
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Appendix B 

CAD models of ES components 
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Figure B. l: ES base and pedestal 
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Figure B.2: Multi-axis load head 
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Figure B.3: ES tower cruciform 
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Figure B.4: ES tower truss 
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Figure B.5: Curtis CJ653 U-joint 
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Appendix C 

Data acquisition channel layout 

PXle-6363 

ch ES A2 cable label s/n "V v/in 
0 1 ESl torsional displ X 33 215 sl 121316 -3.48 0.5800 

1 1 ESl torsional displ X 34 172 s2 121327 -3.795 0.6325 

2 1 ESl torsional displ y 35 128 s3 121318 -3.447 0.5745 

3 1 ESl torsional displ y 36 35 s4 121334 -3.732 0.6220 

4 1 ESl load head displ X 37 105 s5 503314 -0.899 0.1498 

5 1 ESl load head displ y 38 15 s6 503514 -0.923 0.1538 

6 2 ES2 displ X 39 220 s7 121329 -4.164 0.6940 

7 2 ES2 torsional displ X 40 308 s8 121315 -3.394 0.5657 

8 2 ES2 torsional displ y 41 86 s9 121304 -3.254 0.5423 

9 2 ES2 torsional displ y 42 110 slO 121314 -3.305 0.5508 

10 2 ES2 load head displ X 43 603 sll 503514 -0.905 0.1508 

11 2 ES2 load head displ y 44 63 s12 503314 -0.915 0.1525 

12 

13 

14 
15 

16 1 ESl displ x act 

17 1 ESl force x act 

18 1 ESl pgm cmd x act 

19 1 ESl valve cmd x act 

20 1 ESl displ y act 

21 1 ESl force y act 

22 1 ESl pgm cmd y act 

23 1 ESl valve cmd y act 

24 2 ES2 displ x act 

25 2 ES2 force x act 

26 2 ES2 pgm cmd x act 

27 2 ES2 valve cmd x act 

28 2 ES2 displ y act 

29 2 ES2 force y act 

30 2 ES2 pgm cmd y act 

31 2 ES2 valve cmd y act 

Figure C.l: Sensor locations and connections to PXIe-6363 card 
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~ ~ 
ch location A2 cable labe l s/n AV v/EU ch location A2 rack cable labe l s/n AV v/EU 

0 cb l mid point acce l X 23 183 a21 1124549 -1.859 0.9295 0 ESl load head 1 207 fhl-1 0 

1 cb l left quarter acce l X 24 362 a22 1058805 -1.616 0.80< 1 ESl load head 2 392 fhl-2 0 

2 cb l left quarter acce l Y 25 260 a23 1058801 -1.75 0.875 2 ESl load head 3 318 fhl-3 0 

3 cb l left quarter acce l Z 26 414 a24 1124885 -2.36 1.1' 3 ESl load head 4 39 fhl-4 0 

4 cb l right quarteracce l X 27 178 a25 1125344 -1.747 0.8735 4 ESl load head 5 27 fhl-5 0 

5 cb l right quarteracce l Y 28 393 a26 1125349 -1.957 0.9785 5 ESl load head 6 fhl-6 0 

6 cb l right quarteracce l Z 30 50 a27 1124119 -2.051 1.0255 6 ESl stl load head z 7 195 a7 1125336 -1.837 0.9185 

7 C 7 ES2 st2 acce l x 8 202 a8 1373033 -2.565 1.2825 

~ 

- 4330-4 

4330-1 ch location A2 rack cable la be l s/n AV v/EU 
ch location A2 cable label s/n AV v/EU 0 ES2 load head 9 607 fh2-1 0 

0 ESl stl acce l X 0 al 1124126 -1.714 0.851 1 ES3 load head 10 125 fh2-2 0 

1 ESl stl torsiona l acce l X 1 a2 1125350 -1.843 0.9215 2 ES4 load head 11 397 fh2-3 0 

2 ESl stl torsiona l acce l X 2 a3 1199000 -2.082 1.041 3 ESS load head 12 60 fh2-4 0 

I-' 3 ESl stl acce l y 3 a4 1124538 -1.842 0.921 4 ES6 load head 13 187 fh2-5 0 
~ 
(XJ 4 

5 

ESl 

ESl 

stl tors iona l acce l y 

stl tors iona l acce l y 

4 

5 

as 

a6 

1345753 

1124877 

-1.677 

-2.59 

0.8385 

1.295 

5 

6 

ES7 

cb l 

load head 

cab le mid (y) acce l 

14 

15 

250 
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fh2-6 

al S 1373031 -2.265 
0 

1.1325 

6 ESl FH acce l X 21 338 a19 1031992 -1.759 0.8795 7 cb l cab le mid (z) acce l 16 117 a16 1066431 -1.54 0.77 

7 ESl FH acce l Y 22 367 a20 1371573 -2.445 1.2225 

-
4330-2 

ch location A2 cable labe l s/n AV v/EU 

0 ES2 st2 torsiona l acce l X 0 a9 1365083 -2.318 1.155 

1 ES3 st2 tors iona l acce l X 1 alO 1125116 -1.8 o., 
2 ES4 st2 acce l y 2 all 1057929 -1.922 0.961 

3 ESS st2 torsiona l acce l y 3 a12 1371582 -2.583 1.2915 

4 ES6 st2 torsiona l acce l y 4 a13 1114190 -1.808 0.90l 

5 ES7 st2 load head z 5 a14 1114193 -1.978 0.98' 

6 ESB FH acce l X 19 94 a17 1371575 -2.19 1.095 

7 ES9 FH acce l Y 20 61 a18 1124542 -1.833 0.9165 

Figure C.2: Sensor locations and connections to PXIe-4330 cards 



Appendix D 

VeriStand model for MIL controller 

const ants .h 

#ifnde f CONSTANTS _H_ 
#de fi ne CONSTANTS _H_ 

/* Sampl e t i me= 1 /7 11 */ 
#de fi ne SAMP LE_DT 0 . 001406469760900 

/* Number o f l oad head components 
2 : l s i mu l ator , l d i rect i on 
4 : l s i mu l ator , 2 d i rect i ons 
4: 2 s i mu l ators , l d i rect i on 
8 : 2 s i mu l ators , 2 d i rect i ons */ 

#de fi ne NLOAD 8 

I* Number o f earthuqake components 
1 : l d i rect i on 
2 : 2 d i rect i ons*/ 

#de fi ne NEQKE 2 

/* Number o f output channe l s=# o f controlled actuators 
1: l s i mu l ator , l d i rect i on 
2: l s i mu l ator , 2 d i rect i ons 
2 : 2 s i mu l ators , l d i rect i on 
4: 2 s i mu l ators , 2 d i rect i ons*/ 

#de fi ne NOUT 4 

/* Number o f controller states 
8 : l s i mu l ator , l d i rect i on 
1 6 : l s i mu l ator , 2 d i rect i ons 
1 6 : 2 s i mu l ators , l d i rect i on 
32 : 2 s i mu l ators , 2 d i rect i ons*/ 

#de fi ne NCSTATE 32 

/* Number o f i nputs to the controller 
=#net moments (measured f orces and moments reduced) [ same as# controlled actuators ] 
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+ # EQ i nputs 
Th i s i s the l ength o f thew vector*/ 

#de fin e NCINPUT (NOUT+NEQKE) 

/* Auxiliary constants f or conven i ence*/ 
#de fi ne NS IZEWTRANS (NOUT*NLOAD) 
#de fin e NS IZEAC (NCSTATE*NCSTATE) 
#de fi ne NS IZEBC (NCSTATE*NCINPUT) 
#de fin e NS IZE CC (NOUT*NCSTATE) 
#de fi ne NS IZEDC (NOUT*NCINPUT) 

#endif 

model.h - required by the VeriStand framework 

#ifndef MODEL_h 
#def ine MODEL_h 

#inc l ude " constants . h " 

typedef struct { 
/* There are 12 LH channe l s - -- 6 per ES ; 

th i s array maps these channe l s to thew vector of the controller ; 
w[i] = i nData [l oadmap [i]] 
The fi rst 12 l ocat i ons o f i ndata are the LH channe l s ; 
the l ast two are EQ i nputs*/ 

int l oadmap [NLOAD ]; 

/* Matrix i n ROW MAJOR f orm 
that transforms the 12 LH s i gna l s to the controller i nput , w; 
number of rows is NC I NPUT - 2 because l ast t wo e l ements of ware EQ components*/ 

doub l e wtrans [NS I ZEWTRANS ]; 

/* There are 4 actuators --- X and Y i n ES land 2 ; 
th i s array maps the controller outputs to the actuator 
program commands ; 
outData [actmap [i]] = u [i]; */ 

int actmap [NOUT ]; 

/* Controller state space matr i ces i n ROW MAJOR f orm *I 
doub l e Ac [NS I ZEAC ]; 
doub l e Bc [NS IZEBC ]; 
doub l e Cc [NS I ZECC ]; 
doub l e Dc [NS IZEDC ]; 

} Parameters; 

#endif 
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MILmodel.c - main MIL code required by the VeriStand framework 

/*========================================================================* 
* NI VeriStand Model Framework 
* Model template 

* 
* Abstract: 
* Template for implementing a custom model compatible with 
* the NI VeriStand Model Framework. 
* There are interdependent structures between the user code (template.c) 
* and the core interface (ni_modelframework.c) 

* 
*========================================================================*/ 

I* Include headers *I 
# i nc l ude " n i _mode lf ramework.h " 

/*========================================================================* 
model.h should be generated as part of the codegen process 
the core component ni_modelframework.c depends on it 
It should define the following typedef: 

typedef struct 
{ 
<Your parameters here> 

} Parameters; 

NOTE: All Parameters which are to be exposed to the user should be 
contained in the Parameters typedef specified in model.h 

ni _modelframework.c will manage all parameter access, 
but this typedef must be present in model.h 

*/ 
# i nc l ude "mode l .h" 
# i nc l ude <stdde f .h> 
# i nc l ude "mygemv.h " 

#de fi ne rtDBL 0 
#de f ine rt I NT l 

int l oadmap [NLOAD ], actmap [NOUT ]; 
doub l e wtrans [NS I ZEWTRANS ], Ac [NS I ZEAC ], Bc [NS I ZEBC ], Cc [NS I ZECC ], Dc [NS I ZEDC ]; 
doub l e _x [NCS TATE ]; 

/*signal*/ 
doub l e signa l [NCSTATE ]; 
doub l e s i gna l l ; 

/*========================================================================* 
Pull in the parameters structure from ni_modelframework.c 

*/ 
extern Parameters rtParameter [2 ]; 
extern i nt32_t READS I DE ; 
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I*========================================================================* 
Access i ng parameters va l ues must be done through rtParameter[READS I DE ] 
The macro readParam i s def i ned as a s i mp l e way to access parameter va l ues 

*I 
#de fin e readParam rtParameter [READS I DE ] 

I*========================================================================* 
Define parameter attributes 
+ When a mode l has parameters o f the form : "mode l namelparameter " 

these mode l parameters are cons i dered g l oba l parameters 
(target scoped) i n NI Ver i Stand 

+ When a mode l has parameters o f the f orm: "mode l namelb l ocklparamter " 
these mode l parameters are NOT cons i dered g l oba l parameters 
(mode l scoped) i n NI Ver i Stand 

NI _Parameter defined i n ni_mode l framework . h 

Examp l e : 
NL Parameter rtParamAttr i bs [ ] DataSection ( " .NIVS .paraml ist " ) 
{ 

{ 0 , " array_i ndex i nglrow_i dxlVa l ue ", offsetof(Parameters , 
row_i dx_Va l ue) , 23 , 1 , 2 , 0 , 0 }, 

{ 1 , " array_i ndex i nglco l _i dxlVa l ue ", o ff seto f (Parameters , 
co l _i dx_Va l ue) , 23 , 1 , 2 , 2 , 0 } , 

{ 2 , " array_i ndex i nglMatrixTypelVa l ue ", o ff seto f (Parameters , 
Matr i xType _Va l ue) , 18 , 6 , 2 , 4 , 0 } , 

}; 

i nt32 _t ParameterS i ze DataSect i on( " .N I VS.paramlists i ze " ) 3 ; 
i nt32 _t ParamD i mL i st[ ] DataSect i on( " .N I VS.paramdi mlist " ) 
{ 

1 , 1 , Parameter at i ndex 0 
1 , 1 , Parameter at i ndex l 
3 , 2 , Parameter at i ndex 2 

}; 

TYPEDEFS COP I ED FOR REFERENCE 
typede f struct { 

i nt 32 _t i dx ; II not used 
char* paramname ; II name o f the parameter , e.g. , "Ampli tude " 
u i ntptr_t addr ; II o ff set o f the parameter i n the Parameters struct 
i nt32 _t datatype ; II i nteger descr i b i ng a user de fi ned datatype. must 

II have a correspondi ng entry i n 
II GetVa l ueByDataType and SetVal ueByDataType 

int32 _t wi dth ; II s i ze o f parameter 
i nt32 _t numo f d i ms ; II number o f d i mens i ons 
int32 _t d i mL i stOff set ; II o ff set into d i mens i ons array 
i nt32 _t I sComp l ex ; II not used 

} NL Parameter ; 

*I 
int32_t ParameterSize DataSection( " .NI VS . paramlistsize " ) 7 ,. 
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NL Parameter rtParamAttr i bs [ ] DataSect i on ( ". NIVS . paramlist " ) = { 
{0 , "MIL/loadmap " , of f seto f (Parameters ,loadmap) , rtINT , NLOAD , 2 , 0 , 0} , 
{ 0 , "MIL/wt rans " , o ff set o f (Parameters , wt rans) , rtDBL , NS I ZEWTRANS , 2 , 2 , 0} , 
{0 , "MI L/actmap " , o f fsetof(Parameters , actmap) , rt I NT , NOUT , 2 , 4 , 0} , 
{ 0 , "MIL/Ac " , o ff seto f (Parameters , Ac) , rtDBL , NS I ZEAC , 2 , 6 , 0} , 
{ 0 , "MI L/Be " , o f fseto f (Parameters , Bc) , rtDBL , NS I ZEBC , 2 , 8 , 0} , 
{ 0 , "MIL/Cc " , o ff seto f (Parameters , Cc) , rtDBL , NS I ZECC , 2 , 1 0 , 0} , 
{ 0 , "MI L/De " , o f fseto f (Parameters , Dc) , rtDBL , NS I ZEDC , 2 , 12 , 0} 

}; 
i nt32 _t ParamD i mList [ ] DataSection( ". NI VS.paramdimlist " ) { 

NLOAD , 1 , /* loadmap */ 
NS I ZEWTRANS , 1 , /* wtrans */ 
NOUT , 1 , /* actmap */ 
NS I ZEAC , 1 , /*Ac*/ 
NS I ZEBC , 1 , /*Be*/ 
NS I ZECC , 1 , /*Cc*/ 
NS I ZEDC , l /*De*/ 

}; 

/*========================================================================* 
Initialize parameters 

*/ 
Parameters i nitParams DataSection( ". NIVS . defau l tparams " ) { 

{0} , /* loadmap */ 
{0. 0} , /* wtrans */ 
{0} , /* actmap */ 
{ 0 . 0} , / * Ac * / 
{ 0 . 0} , / * Be * / 
{ 0 . 0} , / * Cc * / 
{ 0 . 0} /*De*/ 

}; 

/*========================================================================* 
This data structure is used to retrieve the size, width, 
and datatype of the default parameters. 

ParamSizeWidth Parameters _sizes[] DataSection(".NIVS.defaultparamsizes") 
= {{ sizeof(initParams), 0, O}, { sizeof(double), 1, 0 }} 

+ The first element in this array uses only the first field in the typedef. 
+ It is used to specify the size of the default parameters structure 
+ Subsequent elements in the array use all 3 fields, they are: 

++ the size (num of bytes per element) 
++ the width (num of elements) (2x2 array would have 4 elements) 
++ datatype of each parameter 

*/ 
ParamS i zeWi dth Parameters _s i zes [ ] DataSect i on( " .N I VS.defaultparamsizes " ) { 

{ s i zeo f (initParams)} , 
{ s i zeo f (doub l e ) , NLOAD , rt I NT} , /* loadmap */ 
{ s i zeo f (doub l e ) , NS I ZEWTRANS , rtDBL} , /* wtrans */ 
{ s i zeo f (doub l e ) , NOUT , rt I NT} , /* actmap */ 
{ s i zeo f (doub l e ) , NS I ZEAC , rtDBL} , /*Ac*/ 
{ s i zeo f (doub l e ) , NS I ZEBC , rtDBL} , /*Be*/ 
{ s i zeo f (doub l e ) , NS I ZECC , rtDBL} , /*Cc*/ 
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{ s i zeo f (doub l e ) , NSIZEDC , rtDBL} I* De *I 
}; 

I*========================================================================* 
Defi ne s i gna l attr i butes 
NI _S i gna l de fi ned i n n i _mode lf ramework . h 

Examp l e : 
NI _S i gna l rtSigna l Attribs[ ] DataSection( " .NIVS.siglist " ) = 
{ 

{ 0 , " array_i ndex i ng IMatr i xType ", 0 , "matr i x ( 1 , l) ", o ff seto f 
(B l ock I O_array_i ndex i ng , matr i x) + (0*s i zeo f (rea l _T)) , 0 18 , 1 , 2 , 
0 , 0 } , 

{ 1 , " array_i ndex i nglMatr i xType ", 0 , "matr i x(2 , l) ", o ff seto f 
(B l ock I O_array_i ndex i ng , matr i x) + (l*s i zeo f (rea l _T)) , 0 , 18 , 1 , 2 , 
2 , 0 } 

}; 

i nt32 _t Si gna l Si ze DataSect i on( " .N I VS.s i g li sts i ze " ) = 2 ; 
i nt32 _t Si gD i mL i st[ ] DataSect i on( " .N I VS.s i gdi mlist " ) = { l , l }; 

TYPEDEF COP I ED FOR REFERENCE 
typede f struct { 

i nt32 _t i dx ; II not used 
b l ockname ; II name o f the b l ock where the s i gna l s or i ginates , 

II e.g. , " sinewavelsine " 
int32 _t portno ; II the port number of the b l ock 
char* s i gna l name ; II name o f the s i gnal, e.g. , " Si newave + I nl " 
u i ntpt r_t addr ; II address o f the storage f or the s i gna l 
u i ntpt r_t baseaddr ; II not used 
i nt32 _t datatype ; II i nteger descr i b i ng a user de fi ned datatype. 

II must have a correspondi ng entry i n 
II GetVa l ueByDataType 

int32 _t wi dth ; II s i ze o f signa l 
i nt32 _t numo f d i ms ; II number o f d i mens i ons 
int32 _t d i mL i stOff set ; II o ff set into d i mens i ons array 
i nt32 _t I sComp l ex ; II not used 

} NL Signa l; 

*I 
int32_t Signa l Si ze DataSection( " .N I VS.s i g li sts i ze " ) = 2 ; 
NI _Signa l rtSigna l Attribs [ ] DataSect i on( " .N I VS . s i g li st " ) { 

{0 , "MI L" , 0 , " _x " , 0 , 0 , rtDBL , NCSTATE , 2 , 0 , 0} , 
{0 , "MI L" , 0 , " _w " , 0 , 0 , rtDBL , NCS TATE , 2 , 2 , 0} 

}; 
i nt32_t SigDimLi st [ ] DataSection( " .N I VS.s i gdi mlist " ) = { 

NCS TATE , 1 , 
1 , l 

}; 

I*========================================================================* 
De fi ne I O attr i butes 
NI _ExternalI O de fi ned i n n i_modelf ramework.h 
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int32 _t ExtIOSize DataSection( ". NIVS . ext l istsize " ) = 2 ; 
NI _ExternalIO rtIOAttribs[ ] DataSection( " .NIVS.ext l ist " ) 
{ 

{ 0 , "Out2 ", 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , l } , 

{ 1 , "Outllmatrix", 0 , 1 , 6 , 3 , 2 } , 
}; 

TYPEDEF COP I ED FOR REFERENCE 
typede f struct { 

int 32 _t i dx ; II not used 
char* name ; II name of the externa l IO , e . g ., " Inl " 
int32 _t TIO ; II = 0 
i nt32 _t type ; II Ext I nput : 0 , Ext Output : l 
int32 _t width ; II not used 
i nt32 _t d i mX ; II 1st d i mens i on size 
int32 _t d i mY ; II 2nd d i mens i on size 

} NL ExternalI O; 

*I 
I* 2 groups o f i nput , one o f each l oad head (each ES , 

2 groups o f output , one f or each ES *I 
int 32_t ExtIOSize DataSection( " .N I VS.ext li sts i ze " ) = 5 ; 
int32_t I nportS i ze = 3 ; 
int 32_t OutportS i ze = 2 ; 
NI _Externa lI O rt I OAttribs [ ] DataSect i on( " .N I VS.ext li st " ) { 

{ 0 , " LH- ES l " , 0 , 0 , 0 , 6 , l }, 
{ 0 , " LH-E S2 " , 0 , 0 , 0 , 6 , l }, 
{ 0 , "EQ" , 0 , 0 , 0 , 2 , l } , 
{0, "ESl - Act " , 0 , 1 , 0 , 2 , l }, 
{0, "E S2 - Act " , 0 , 1 , 0 , 2 , l } 

}; 

I*========================================================================* 
Mode l name and build i n f ormat i on 

Examp l e : 
NI ~ode l Name DataSect i on( " .N I VS.compiledmode l name " ) = "My Mode l Name "; 
NI _Bu ilder DataSect i on( " .N I VS.bu ilder " )= "NI Mode l Framework f or My Product "; 
NI _Bui l derVersion NI _Bui l derVersion DataSect i on( " .N I VS.bu ildervers i on " ) 

= " 2.0 . 0 . 0 "; 
*I 

canst char * USER~ode l Name DataSection( " .N I VS.compiledmodelname " ) = "MI L" ; 
canst char * USER_Builder DataSection( " .NIVS.bui l der " ) = "MIL controller " ; 
canst char * USER_Bui l derVers i on DataSection( ". NIVS.bu ildervers i on " ) = " 0 . 0 . l " ; 

I*========================================================================* 
baserate i s the rate at wh i ch the mode l runs , and t i mestamp i s the current 
mode l t i me 

*I 
doub l e USER_BaseRate SAMPLE_DT ; 

I* 
typedef struct { 

int32 _t tid ; II 0 
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0 

double tstep; 
double offset; 
int32 _t priority; 

} NL Task; 
*/ 
NI_Task rtTaskAttribs DataSection( " .N I VS . task l ist " ) { 

0 , /* must be O */ 
SAMP LE_DT , /* must be equal to baserate */ 
0 , 

}; 

/*========================================================================* 
* Function: USER_SetValueByDataType 

* 
* Abstract: 
* Implementation for setting values of user 
* The datatype field of NI _Parameter is user 
* implementation, we have provided examples 
* datatypes double and single. 

* 
* Parameters: 

defined types of Parameters 
defined. In this default 

of how to support the 

* ptr : base address of where value should be set. 
* subindex : offset into ptr where value should be set 
* value : the value to be set 
* type : the user defined type 

* 
* Returns: 
* NI _ERROR on error, NI _OK otherwise 

========================================================================*/ 
int 32 _t USER_SetVa lueByDataType( vo i d * ptr , int32 _t subindex , doub l e va lue , 
{ 

switch (type) 
{ 

case rtDBL: 
{ 

/*double*/ 
( (doub l e *) ptr) [subindex ] (doub l e )value; 
return NL OK ; 

} 
case rt I NT : 
{ 

/*integer*/ 
( (int *)ptr) [subindex ] (int ) va l ue ; 
return NL OK ; 

} 
} 

return NI_E RROR ; 
} 

/*========================================================================* 
* Function: USER_GetValueByDataType 

* 
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* Abstract : 
* Imp l ementat i on for gett i ng va l ues of user def i ned types o f Parameters 
* and Si gna l s . The datatype fi e l d o f both NI _Parameter and 
* NI _Si gna l i s user de fi ned . I n th i s de f au l t i mp l ementat i on , we have 
* provi ded examp l es o f how to support the data t ypes doub l e and s i ng l e. 

* 
* Parameters : 
* ptr : base address o f where va l ue i s f ound 
* sub i ndex : o ff set i nto ptr where va l ue i s found 
* t ype : t he user de fi ned t ype 

* 
* Re t urns : 
* The va l ue as a doubl e data type 

========================================================================*/ 
doub l e USER_GetVa lueByDataType( vo i d * ptr , int32_t subindex , int32_t type) 
{ 

swi tch (type) 
{ 

case rtDBL : 
{ 

/*doubl e*/ 
return (doub l e ) ( ( (doub l e *)ptr) [subindex ]); 

} 
case rt I NT: 
{ 

/ *int eger * / 
return (i nt ) ((( i nt *)ptr) [subindex ]); 

} 
} 
{ 

/* return NaN , ok f or vxworks and phar l ap *I 
uint32_t nan [2 ] = { 0xFFFFFFFF , 0xFFFFFFFF} ; 
return *( doub l e *)nan; 

} 
} 

/ *========================================================================* 
* Functi on : US ER_I n iti a li ze 

* 
* Abstract : 
* User i n i t i a li zat i on code i s p l aced i n thi s f unct i on . The best pract i ce 
* i s not to use Parameter va l ues here 
* s i nce t hey can be changed a ft er i n iti a li zati on but be f ore s t art 

* 
* Paramet ers : 

* 
* Ret urns : 
* NI _ERROR on error , NI _OK o t herwi se 

========================================================================*/ 
l ong USER_Ini t i a liz e() 
{ 

i nt n; 

/* I n iti a li ze s t a t e*/ 
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f or (n=0 ; n<NCSTATE ; n++) _x [n ] 0. 0 ; 

/* Map memory for signal*/ 
rtSigna l Attribs [ 0 ] .addr (uintptr_t) signal; 
rtS i gna l Attribs [l ] .addr = (uintptr_t)&signa l l ; 

return NL OK ; 
} 

/*========================================================================* 
* Function: USER_ModelStart 

* 
* Abstract: 
* User code to be executed before Model execution starts is placed 
* in this function. 

* 
* Parameters: 

* 
* Returns: 
* NI _ERROR on error, NI _OK otherwise 

========================================================================*/ 
l ong USER_Mode l Start() 
{ 

int n ; 

f or (n=0 ; n<NLOAD ; n++) l oadmap [n ] = readParam .loadmap [n ]; 
f or (n=0 ; n<NSIZEWTRANS ; n++) wtrans [n ] = readParam.wtrans [n ]; 
f or (n=0 ; n<NOUT ; n++) actmap [n ] = readParam.actmap [n ]; 
f or (n=0 ; n<NS I ZEAC ; n++) Ac [n ] readParam.Ac [n ]; 
f or (n=0 ; n<NS I ZEBC ; n++) Bc [n ] readParam.Bc [n ]; 
f or (n=0 ; n<NS I ZECC ; n++) Cc [n ] readParam.Cc [n ]; 
f or (n=0 ; n<NS I ZEDC ; n++) Dc [n ] readParam.Dc [n ]; 

return NL OK ; 
} 

/*========================================================================* 
* Function: USER_TakeOneStep 

* 
* Abstract: 
* Place simulation code to be executed on every iteration of the baserate 

* 
* Parameters: 
* inData : pointer to inport data at the current timestamp, 
* to be consumed by the function 
* outData : pointer to outport data at current time+ baserate, 
* to be produced by the function 
* timestamp: current simulation time 

* 
* Returns: 
* NI _ERROR on error, NI _OK otherwise 

========================================================================*/ 
i nt32_t USER_TakeOneStep( doub l e * i nData , doub l e *OUtData , doub l e timestamp) 
{ 
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doub l e load [NLOAD ] = {0.0}; 
doub l e w [NCINPUT ] = {0.0}; 
doub l e xn [NCSTATE ] = {0.0}; 
doub l e u [NOUT ] = {0.0}; 

int n ; 

/* w = B_tt _T *FC + J _t _T *ffiUC * I 
// l oad[0 ] = i nData [ 6 ]; /* HARDCODED - need to change*/ 
// l oad[ l] = i nData [ l0 ]; /* HARDCODED - need to change*/ 
f or (n = 0 ; n<NLOAD ; n++) 

l oad [n ] = inData [ l oadmap [n ]]; 
mygemv(NOUT , NLOAD , wtrans , l oad , w, 1.0 , 0.0) ; 
f or (n = 0 ; n<NEQKE ; n++) 

w [NOUT+n ] = inData [ l2+n ]; 

s i gnall = w [2 ]; 

/* X = AC *X + BC*W */ 
f or (n = 0 ; n<NCSTATE ; n++) xn [n ] = _x [n ]; 
mygemv(NCSTATE , NCSTATE , Ac , xn , _x , 1.0 , 0.0) ; 
mygemv(NCSTATE , NCINPUT , Be, w, _x , 1 .0 , 1 .0) ; 

I* u = CC*X + DC*W *I 
f or (n=0; n<NOUT ; n++) u [n ] = 0.0 ; 
mygemv(NOUT , NCSTATE , Cc , _x , u, 1 .0, 0.0) ; 
mygemv(NOUT , NCINPUT , De , w, u , 1 .0 , 1.0) ; 

f or (n=0; n<4 ; n++) outData [n ] = 0.0 ; 
// outDat a [2 ] = u[0 ]; /* HARDCODED - need to change*/ 
f or (n=0; n<NOUT ; n++) 

outData [actmap [n ]] = u [n ]; 

f or (n=0; n<NCSTATE ; n++) signa l [n ] _x [ n ]; 

return NLOK ; 
} 

/*========================================================================* 
* Funct i on : US ER_Mode l Start 

* 
* Abstract : 
* User fi na li zat i on code i s p l aced i n th i s f unct i on . 

* 
* Parameters : 

* 
* Returns : 
* NI _ERROR on error , NI _OK otherwise 

========================================================================*/ 
l ong USER_F i na li ze() 
{ 

return NLOK ; 
} 
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mygemv.c - simple matrix-vector multiplication function 

/* s i mp l e i mp l ementat i on o f matr i x vector mu l t i p licat i on 
name mot i vated by b l as f unct i on name *I 

vo i d mygemv( i nt m, i nt n , doub l e *a , doub l e *X , doub l e *Y , doub l e a l pha , doub l e beta) 
{ 

/* a i s an mxn matr i x stored i n ROW MAJOR f orm ; 
x i s an n - vector ; y i s an n - vector ; 
returns y = beta*y + a l pha*a*X */ 

i nt i , j ; 

for (i=0 ; i <m ; i ++) { 
y [ i] = beta*y [ i ]; 
for (j=0 ; j<n ; j++) { 

y [i] = y [ i ] + a l pha*a [i*n+j ] *X [ j ]; 
} 

} 
} 
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